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INTRODUCTION

DISCOVERING TEACHER CENTERS attempts to document the first year of ,the North-
west Cluster's search for an creation of a more effective inservice institu-
tion. The year began with the high expectations associated with every ideal-
-ized adventure. THe year began also in fear,'the fear of failure associated
with every risky enterprise. We think we can safely say that all eight of the
projects have not only survived the initial rites of passage but have evolved
to a level of maturity which should ultimately enable them, .to achieve the
objectives listed in their original project proposals.

GRomantic idealism and exaggerated fear have been leailened by experience. Easy
rhetoric has been replaced by excessively" long workdays. As teacher centers
have taken form, in concept and actual" presence, trust, cooperation, and wisdom
have increased. Tire second year will see "veterans" more effectively operating
teacher center sponsored inservice.

Documentation has been a rewarding but difficult experience for the Northwest
Cluster of projects. While intended as a facilitating vehicle, documentation,
was initially viewed as a form of evaluation. Innocent of federal bureaucracy,
niany of the participants feared the apparent intrusion of outside voyeurs in
what were conceived as locally developed and ocally controlled projects. This
apprehension dissolved as cluster meetings and newsletters created a leommunica-
tion foundation on which trust and sharing could be constructed. As a result
the function -of documentation has been agreed to, namely to learn from our
colliFETTxperience. In practice this means that we have agreed to describe
what each of the projects is doing. Such descriptioh is meant to encompass all
activities, be they political or educational, success or failure. Coupled mith
the descriptive task is the "making sense of it all" task. This dimension has
required that we invest time and energy in trying to explain WHY activities
take place in each project, assess the value of those activities and use such
an analysis as one data base for project improvement. But this book emanates,
from a larger documentation function, also agreed to by the cluster members,
and that, is the need for documentation to serve the collective needs of the
Northwest projects. We believe that while our projects may be different, by
design, they are also similar. We share in common ultimate purposes, dreams,
activities and types of clients. We can and should learn from each other.
Hence we agree to share the results of the individual project documentation
activities,'engage in common documentation activities and be visited by one
docupentor in common. This book, DISCOVERING TEACHER CENTERS: THE NORTHWEST
PASSAGE, is the result of that sharing, our first attempt at collective
meaning-making.

The results of this documentation have been revealing. We share much in
common. There are successes,- and failures: There are trends. There are
questions raised, but which remain unanswered. We attempt to address each of
these in this book. In essence, then, this book is a recording of our own
history. It is our first attempt to discover who we are while we engage in the '
process of inservice.

The book is divided into three sections. Section I, "A Survey of Teacher
Centers in the Northwest," present descriptive material on each of the centers. a

This descriptive material is important becaused)it forms the basis of what we
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have called the "eclogy" oftqacher centers. By this we moan that the nature
of..ach center is greatly influenced by its cultural and geographic sgrround-
ings. Manyof the differences among the Centers may be explained By such
ecological titta. The second section, "Trends to the. Development' of Teacher
Centers," suggests -basic themes that appear 0 characterize the growth. of

; centers over the year. These themes we classify into the categories of philo-
sophical, histitutiorial$ and programmatic. Both sectionsA and II arq based on
documentation reports submitted by centers during the year and on interviews
conducted at each site during April and May. The third section, "Issues: A

Commentary," represents a sampling of questions and cbncernsmith whiCh we are
all.grappling. Several cluster members have yoluhteered to comment ,pn the
issues of needs assessment, evaluation, policy board inservice and the role of
state-departments. The section is introducted by Jack Turner, director of the
B.E.S.T. Center, who muses about the finite and the infinite in organizational
and 'professional life.' The purpose of this section is to continue the dialogue
begun in our cluster newsletters. 4
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SECTION I. A.SURVEY DE TpICHER CENTERS IN THE NORTHWEST

Thjs section is an iqtroduction to each
offers a description of settings, goals,
sites.

A map indicating the location of the ce
Note that the cluster is divided equal
grants.

The Centers...

Northwest Arctic Teacher Center
.

Northwest Arctic-School District
PO Box 51
Kotzebue, Alaska 99752 '

Phone (907) 442-3472

DireCtor: Doris Brock

of the centers in thy Northwest. It
programs, and concerns of the various

niers appears op the following page.
ly between planning and operational

The Northwest Arctic Teacher Center serves just one school district, but it is
a district which spans 36,000 miles and eleven communities. Most of the area
within the district is north of the Arctic Circle. The region encompasses they
Kobuk, Noatak and Selawick Rivers, which flow into Kotzebue sound.' About 5,000
people live in the area, in towns ranging in size from 2,500 (Kotzebue) to
fewer than 60 (Kobuk) Approximately 85 percent of the population are Inupiaq,
or Eskimo. %

There are no highways or railroads Connecting the communities. Airplanes are
by far the most common mode of'transportation and supply. During the three
su mer months, boats and barges operate, but Tor the rest of the year the
re ion isOcebound.

Si nificantly, each of the individual villages in the region, supports its own
K2 2 comprehensive school. Many of these schools are new and include, often
fo the first time in a village, complete high school programs. The addition
of a high school component in many villages is in part a response to a 1976
court ruling which held that village chi)dren must be educated in fheir'own
communities, through high school, if they sa wish. Even in the "bush," stu-
Ideots are offered 4 wide range of programs.

ThiA teacher center was established in response to the expressed needs of
teachers for: (1) a more comprehensive orientation\---for-new faculty to the
special rigors of teaching in the region; (2) increased communication with

-fellow teachers throlIghout the district; (3) the development of curriculum
guidelines; and (4) help in teaching the Inupiaq culture and basic and voca-
tional skills. The teacher center, which is guided by a steering committee of
sev n members, has developd plans to address each of these needs. During
197 -79, the center helped promote teacher involvement in the construction of
cur iculum guidelines for each grade and course and sponsored a three day
inservice education program in Anchorage. (The center held the program in
Anchorage in order to minimize the costs of trainers and hotels and to allow
an opportunity for teachers and aides to participate in the State Teachers

(,
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TEACHER CENTERS IN THE NORTHWEST

ir

1

Operational Grants

I. Northwest Arctic Teacher Center, Kotzebue, Alaska
2. Teacher Center for Gallatin County, Bozeman, Montana
3. B.E.S.T. Center (Bethel, Eugene, Springfield), Eugene, Oregon
4. Southeast Idaho Teacher Center Consortium, Twin Falls, Idaho

Plann+ Grants

5. Western Montana Teacher Center, Missoula, Montana
6. Spokane Teacher Center, Spokane, Washington
7. Palouse'Consortium Teacher Center, Colfax, Washington
8. Cgwlitz Teacher Center, Kelso, Washington
_,e
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Association meeting and the Native tdocation Association conference, which took
place immediately after the losevice program.) Workshops were, held In areas
such is developing cross-cultural units and courses, Intensive Dtstar langu-
age, ..refresher course in hasty, Inuplaq grammar, teaching Arctic survival, and
small high school program development. In general, the con-ter has focused
-stdtf development And inservice programs within the district, and has functioned
d5, d clearinghouse through which Leachers and aides express their needs.

Salient activates and objectives related to staff development planned for next
year*, include:

District Wide Educational Fair: Aulust 19/9

I. Introduce new teachers to their colleagues around the
district and the unique conditions of teaching In
Northwest Alaska, help to alleviate culture shock and
reduce insecurity.

_2. introduce Instructional programs devetbped by teachers
during the 19/Q49 school year.

o 3. Familiarize all instructional staff with the curricular
resources and support staff in the district.

4. Provide direct training in priority areas.

5. -Facilitate sharing of excellentteaching techniques
among experienced rural teachers.

On-Site Assistance

1. Serve as a "Hot ljne for Help" to teachers and aides.

2. Reinforce training in the context of.the school site.

3. Meet specific individual problems with specific site-
related solutions. _.0

4. Reinforce the relationship of isolated village schools
with the district as a whole.

District Wide Instructional Caucuses

1. -Provide opportunities for small groups of grade-alike or
subject-alike teachers to meet, discuss mutual concerns,
share ideas, methods and materials.

2. Decrease professional isolation of teachers and aides in
small schools.

kExcerpted from the center's continuation grant.



C99rittPaqon School Insorvico

Assist\schools In-planning for Inservico.

2. Assist schools In conducting InNerVIce.

3. Provide opportunitle's fur teachers at ono OWL°
benefit from inservico programs fq other sites.

reaonr p(yhanun5 and r r avel t()..S111411C1 Mopt. fip

1. Provide bpportunitles for teachers mid' aides to learn

from observing promising practices or validated program
_In other schools.

2. Provide optiortonities for teachers and aides ito travel
to their subjeqt meetings In the state whdre it Is

not practical to incorporate Lho subject In district

programs. 4

Members of the steering committee of the center expressed two fundamental

concerns. . One was that people unfamiliar with the region would not properly

/ understand the constraints that the center operated under. Conemnication and
transportation within4qe Ilstrict are extremely difficult during flinch of the

year. Phone service betvkenvillages is frequently out, and airplane schedules
are far from dependable. Simply to convene an area-wide meeting is -quite an

undertaking. In order for the steering committee members in Deering And
Shungnak to attend committee meetings, for example,each has to endure at least
an hour plane trip (Munz Northern Airlines departs from these-villages Just
once p day) and mot plari on spending the night in Kotzebue. The one hotel

in Kotzebue charges $50 + a night. The cost of holding steering committee
'--moetings throughout the year, then, may run over $1,500. Expenses for the

district-wide educational fIir and for outside consultants are much higher than
in other areas, of the country.

A second concern is the high teacher turnover in theAdistrict. fully one-'

third of the faculty must be replaced annually. WitAi such dramati6\changes

in staff it is tough to develop the area-wide -sense of community that many,
teachers apparently miss. It is hoped that the center's commitment to a
systematic initiation of new teachers and an expanded support system will help
reduce this problem.

2. The Teacher Center for Gallatin County
-615 South Sixteenth Street
Bozeman, Montana 59715
Phone (406) 587-8181

Director: Linda Bardonner

Gallatin County is a rural area. The city of Bozeman contains only 22,000
people yet is by far the largest population center in the region. Schools such

as Ophir Elementary are 40 miles from the nearest town. During the winter,
county roads, like Flathead Pass, are often impassable, and teachers are apt to
take refuge in "teacherages" on school nights. A stable is maintained at the

12
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one-room Malmborg school, for horse ancrpony are common means of transportation.
In the most isolated ai`eas, students must board at school, or suffer a three
hour commute each day, if the snow Termits travel' at all. A nineteenth century
commeptator once observed in reference at Gallatin County: "Middling people do
not live in these regions." From this standpoint, not much has changed in a
hundred yeah.

Althougtr-Ithe'teacher center does serve teachers in the city of Bozeman, its
first priority 'is to meet the needs of those in the more remote areas of the
county. Rural schools have clear and compelling needs in southwestern Montana.
Few of these schools have adequate audiovisual equipment, for example. Most
lack .film projectors, overheadt, opaque projectors, tape recorders, thermofax /-
or!p!photocopier. That the need-for equipment is.acute seems beyond question.
Teachers literally clamor for it.

The Gallatin County teacher center is a resource treasure. The workroom
contains tw laminators, a ditto and thermofax machine, record player, IBM
selectric Blpewriter, opaque and overhead project rs folders, cardboard, a
variety

use
papers, magic markers, weaving material and so on. The data on

ucenter se which the Staff maintains indicates that hundreds of teachers have
availed themselves of the center's riches. And te cher testimonials suggest
tha/ the enter ha become an indispensable aid in cue1.4ulum construction and
presentation.

In addition to.'equipment, the center offers information retrieval services (the
staff an ERIC searches 'forna t,eacher.study group in the Gallatin Gateway school
concerning student evaluation' and report cards, for example), a collection of
curregt .texts and teaching aids, and a film library. t--indaBardonner, the
Director, or Sally RiChter, the full-time demonstration teacher, personally
take center resources to rural schools at the periphery of the county. West
Yellowstone, for example, is 90 miles from Bipzeman and relies on the center's
"extension agents" for new materials and ideas.

A key function of the center is to furnish a meeting and sharing place for
teachers. If teachers in large systems.. are insulated from each other by the
indiOdualistic culture of the school and the cellular structure of its learn-
ing environment, teachers in rural areas are insulated from each other by sheer
'geographic distance. In a one room school, there simply aPe no other adults.
It is common for teachers in the outlying sections of Bozeman to stop by the
center a couple of times a week to see what their teaching brethren are up to
and chat about the day's events. New teachers especially tend to rely on the
center to meet other teachers at the same grade level and to test ideas. Among
many educator; in the Gallatin Valley, the center promotes a sense of profes-
sional fellow-thip.

The center also has sponsored numerous workshops, led by teachers 'It'kemselves or
by faculty at Montana State University. (The university has been flexible in
granting credit to nontraditional inservice programs.) There have been work-
shops in lettering, creating learning centers, using the Great Books program,
music in education, and eclipse watching. A particularly popular, and ongoing,
service is that provided by Judy Tallichet, the center's artist in residence.
Judy conducts inservice art education throughout the schools in the county by
leading actual art lessons in the teacher's class. The center 3s not just a
place, but a deliverer of innovative inservice.
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More elementary teachers participate in center activities than do secondary
teachers. Severai overtures towards the high schools have, however, been made.
Perhaps ttle,,,most s'alient is the center's sponsorship of 23 secondary teachers'

participation in Montana State University's "Thomas Alva Edison Institute."
This is a highly respected science and technology inservice which many teachers
could not afford to attend in the past. The cepter paid their transportation

and released time costs. _On a more day to day level, the center has filled
requests for tapes of literary works, radio tapes, laboratory !equipment,

Spanish and French tapes, and various curriculum materials. A workshop for
secondary home economic teachers in the county reached an audience of 17.

Other workshops are in the incubation stage.

Serving the rural areas in the county presents formidable technical problems.
To disseminate materials and programs to schools as far as 140 miles apart- -
miles that are rough going from October to May (as late as April 18, the
Bozeman region was battling with heavy snows) -- requires a flexible and robust
delivery system. The center staff, which includes a full-time office manager/
media specialist, Barbara Loomis, exploits existing communication resources
\whenever possible. In the winter, Linda loads her tuck with hay bales and
sets out for the hinterlands herself. In the grant proposal for 1979-80, the
staff has reque,sted a van to reach the rural areas more effectively.

The center lids seen its mission principally in terms of serving the isolated
schools in the valley, which up until this time have received virtually no
inservice. Plans for coordinating inservice with the Bozeman school system and
thereDy enlarging its urban teacher clientele are underway.

The center is governed by a policy board consisting of eight teachers, four
administrators, and one representative from the university.

3. Bethel-Eugene-Springfield Teacher Center (B.E.S.T.)

North Eugene High School
200 Silver Lane
Eugene, Oregon 97404
Phone (503) 687- 3578.,

Director Jack Turner

Bethel-Eugene-Springfield is an urban area in Oregon's Willamette Valley. The

center's service area ranges over three separate school districts and includes
almost 3,000 educators and over 60 buildings.

The B.E.S.T. Center's approach to developing inservice is based large on the

agricultural extension agent model. Characteristics of this model are that the
response time to an expressed client need is short, that consultation is done
on an infprmal and individual basis and that the life spab of any consultation \

is negotiable by both the personk asking for help and the person offering
it. Guided by this conception, the center seeks to link teachers with the

resources, programs, and personnel which bear directly on their individual

requests. The center's pattern of response is differentiated and adaptive, for
no fixed formula could satisfy the diversity of teacher needs.

It should be noted that the B.F.S.T. Center does have specific focus areas that
limit the range of requests it fulfills. These focus areas are (1) gifted

1 1
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and able, (2)°mainstreaming, (3) middle school, and (4) reading instructiony
Of 'the dozens of teacher requests that the center has received, many havt
fallen clearly outside the focus areas. And a significant number 'of request's
have been diffitult to classify definitively as either within or outside the
focus areas. The center staff and policy board are in the process of develop-/
ing sharper criteria for judging the appropriateness of teacher requests,X

Although the center's primary commitment is to provide timely, "custonr made"
responses to individual teacher requests, it has not lost sight of the poten-
tial of large group presentations, study/discussion groups, and other/more
structured and standardized formats. Such formats involve large numbers of
people and create an important source of visibility for the center.

The center staff, which consists of an inservice assistant, Cathy Merihod, as
well as the director, publishes a monthly inservice digest. The digest' is in
table form and indicates the requestee, the date of the request, the needs
expressed, the response or respondent, the current status of the request, and
the response cost. In the May 9 digest one finds, for example, a teacher's
request to learn more about developing a course for junior high gifted students
and about gifted testing. The center put the teacher in touch with a fellow
teacher at a neighboring junior high whose specialty was the gifted. tri

addition, the center furnished the teacher with an ERIC ,search on gifted
tests. Another request concerned mainstreaming awareness. The center iden-
tifieda successful mainstreaming program with in the service area and paid for
a sub to enable the teacher to observe it. The center also collected a set of
slide/tape productions which explained the implications of PL 94-142. The May
digest reveals that a score of individual requests were fulfilled in similar
fashion during the four week period.

Perhaps the most dramatic form of inservice that the center designed was
"Project Day," which gave teachers in the three cooperating districts a chance
to spend a day away from teaching in order to investigate projects or plan
programs of special interest to them. B.E.S.T. Center funded 100 s' bstitutes,
divided proportionately among the three districts and the private chools in
the area. Enthusiasm for Project Day was high. Participants engag d in such
pursuits as observing an LDII class at Eugene Hearing and Speech Center,
visiting the ESD to research curriculum materials for the gifted, working on
plans for a basic -language skill resource manual, and developing vocabulary
cards and comprehension questions for Holt Reading Levels 1.

to

part of each
participant's contract for Project Day there was a requirement to contribute to
the center's Resource Information Bank anything the teacher learned that day
that might be useful to other teachers.

For tilt summer B.E.S. 1. is planning a series of teacher designed workshops and
is offering minigrants to teachers for educational research and development.

At the time of this writing approximately 300 teachers, or 10 percent of
the educators in the three districts, have participated in center sponsored
activities.

In providing for this inservice, the center staff has had to spend a great deal
of time in meetings with the administrators of the three cooperating districts.
Not only does each district maintain distinct regulations regarding use of
substitute teachers and buildings, etc., but each haslits own tradition of

1
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inservice. and its own focus for staff slev&Topment. . For example, all three
districts' support their'own gifted programs. Ihere,aye at least 30 adminis

re

-

T.

trators who must be considered when planning Tar (scale center projects.
Fortunately, administratorszin each of the school sy ems have:been cooperative
and encouraging. The task of relating creatively to, 'he many different regula-

tions, schedules, and orientations has nonethelessbeen exacting and time
consuming.

The center is governed by a 11- member policy board. Eleven of the members tare

teachers from the three districts and the private schools. The other six
members represent the administrators of the public school districts, the

University of Oregon College of Education, Lane Community College and the

cdeunity.

As reported in the February documentation summary, the policy board recognized
early in the year thet the large size of the Board membership required members
to communicate in a different way than is possible wit11160, small informal board.
There was consensus that communication patterns and eectations needed to be
clarified in order to promote effective policy makilm. With the aid of a
consultant in qrganizational development, who worked with the board and staff
from January through May, the board has become a cohesive unit. Many board
members revealed in interviews that they looked forward to attending teacher
center board meetings more than any others.

The key concerns that have emgrged are in the definition and application of the
focus areas and in the implem&itation,of the needs assessment. With respect to
focus areas, some wondel- if it would be appropriate to 'expand the categories,to
include offerings in personal development as well as instructional skill

building. Others have asked if there should. be .a system for prioritizing
teacher requests within the focus areas rather than relying on what :is essen-
tially a first come, first serve approach. The center's phones are continually
ringing with teacher requests, so the issue of selection criteria often arises.

The center has conducted a sequence of needs assessment surveys, but theveturn
rate has been disappointing. lEven when the survey was mailed to teachers'
homes and accompanied by a personalized cover letter, only 30 percent of the

le responded.

4. ,$ outheast Idaho Teacher Center Consortium

1300 Kimberly Road
Twig Falls, Idaho 83301
Phone (208) 734-6911

Director Bedford Boston

To help orient readers to the Southeast Idaho Teacher Center Consortium, Dr.
Robert Lerch, of the College of Education at Idaho State University, has

submitted to the documentation cluster an extensive and multidimensional

description of the center's service area. Due to space considerations we have
distilled Doctor Lerch's description into the summary,below.

The Southeast Idaho Teacher Center area is a geographical region bounded by
Wyoming border, including Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks on the

C I.)
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east, the Utah-Nevada border on the south, the Montana,border on tI north,
and a line from Nevada to Montana through the general area of Blissi,Idaho, on
the west.

The center's. service area is the largest in the Northwest. It,approximates
a square, 260 miles on a side. It is larger in area than 16 of the 5D states)
and encompasses 42,000 square miles. The area includes 53 school districts,
fully one half of the districts in the state, and one half of Idaho's teachers
and ktudents. To sag that this service area is large is to speak iR under-
statement.

The majority of the region is rural, composed of small towns and vast agri-
cultural, mountain, and desert .areas. Included in this region as well are
three.urban centers: Twin Falls, Pocatello and Idaho Falls', which range up to
50,000 in population:

The eastern Idaho area was originally settled by Mormon families moving north
to colonize and settle he region .close to the headquarters. of the. Mormon
church irl Salt Lake City, some 100 miles south of the Idaho-Utah border. The
Mormon influence remains strong to this day.

In addition to the Mormons there are Oriental groups whose ancestors came to
the area originally as "gandy dancers" and railroad construction workers. More
recently, groups of Spanish speaking immigrants have come o the area as
migrant farm laborers, and many have remained on a permanent basis. Finally,the area supports a sizeable population of native Americans; the Bannock/
Shoshone Indian Reservation is in the middle of the region.

This vast geographic area has an impressive history of cooperation in inser-
vice. In 1970 the 53 districts. joined into a consortium to promote inservice
training for teachers. This lead to a project prosaically entitled, "Teachers
for the Rural World." The project brought national attention and won one of
the top five awards from AACTE as a program for teacher excellence. Following
this project was a Teacher Corps effort involving ten school districts scat-

1

tered across the entire geographic area. Collaborative boards ere created
involving teachers, community representatives, parents, stude ts, higher
education, administrators, and special representatives of minoritie .

The Southeast Idaho Teacher Center Consortium builds upon the foundation laid
by these earlier projects. To do this, it has, like the B.E.S.T. Center?
adapted the agricultural extension agent model.

The extension, or "field," agent idea is key to the center's operation. Three
half-time field agents link the center with the outer reaches of the service
area. Each agent is responsible for a different region. The agent5 are all
highly experienced teachers who have held administrative or consulting posi-
tions as well. Each has the task of publicizing the center in'the many dis-
tricts (about 20 in each case) in her region, of identifying "high priority"
districts (those which have solid data on student needs, but little or no
inservice), conducting personal, face-to-face needs assessments of teachers,
training teachers to serve as liaisons in each building, who will serve as the
"arms and legs" df the center in particular schools, and arranging for work-
shops, teacher demonstrations, consultants, or university course credit.
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In keeping with the agricultural extension model the agents seek to widen the

"decis n-makin role of the client (teacher) in establishing problem areas alid

solu lo equir ments. All faiservice is planned cooperatively with the parti-

cular popitati ns being served. University professors, for example, cannot

-give a can"d" lectyre to recipients -of teacher center courses. Even if the

standard lectura approach seems appropriate, the professor must show that he,

or she, 140ailapted it for the new group. A special emphasis of the center

is. the creation of at 'least three alternative proposals for each inserviCe

request. The center has established a talent bank of consultants, teachers,

commuhity members, Uusinessmen, journalists, and others who might be enlisted

in the inservice cause. Talent banks maintained by. several other institutions

are also at the center's disposal. When a request is made, the center tries. to

generate the names of three people or agencies that might be of value. Clients

are thus provided with options.

To promote broad based representation within each region in the service area,

the center has established regional planning councils. These councils are made

up of the field agent for the regidn and twenty to twenty-five teachers, each

representing one-of the districts within the region.

The center places much emphasis on persoNlized needs assessment, a' process

referred to as "professional development Nieeds/priorities process." This

approach does not use conventional, paper and pencil surveys. The field agents

meet personally with groups of eight or more. They first stimulate the aware-

- nest of needs through guided yisualization of the teachers' students, classroom

and schools. A large array of professional development activity topics, are
presented on.,posters or signs" affixed by masking tape to the walls. The

teachers are then asked to write on 3 x 5 cards their professional development

needs--one,item per card. They do this as individuals, and when they have
finished they rank each card on a scale of 1 to 5. After the ranking process,

the teachersoform small groups of four or five and eliminate duplicates by

sharing andAiiltussing their cards. All `duplicate cards are bound together

.
yielding a total"score for all of the cards in that particular category. The

center has 'found that this activiti, is especially worthwhile becauSe it pro-

motes ,fla great deal of interpersonal sharing and clarification about pro-

, fessional development needs, and it yield% a discreet list of professional

development needs in rank order."

,The center has devoted.most of its energy this first year to creatinOthe

organizational' structures necessary to carry out its model' of responsive

inservict. The director and the field agentsmeet at least once every six

weeks to a sure overall coor,dinati-on and to review progress. Recently, the

center has egun to deliver Inservice in light of the results of 'professional

developmen needs assessments.

The center is governed by a policy board consisting of 21 membdrs: 11 teachers,

3 representatives from higher educatioq, 3 school districts, 3 community

representatives, and 1 superintendent.

4
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llie,PLAN4ING GRANTS (descriptions for these grants will be somewhat. shorter
Yttian for the operational grants.

"5. Western Montana ,Teacher Center

. 301 West Alder
,' Missoula, Montana. 59801

Phone (406) 721-1620

\ Director: Robert Lukes

Like the SoutheaSt Idaho Center, the Western Mbntana Center has a large service
area, which 'includes over ten counties. The center has concentrated its

,attention. in. Missoula County, the population center of the area, but plans'on
' radually offering services to outlying regions next year.

As reported in the February dkumentation summary, a major accomplishment of
. the center in the first half of the year was completion of an extensive needs
assessment survey and analysis The center's plans have grown directly out of

' the assessment data.

The center policy board, which consists of 20 members, has established the
basic orientation of the center for this coming operational year. The center)
will be:

,

...

1. A place with

4)

a. subject matter resources
b. a.professional library
c. all types of information

2. A place where

a

tT

a. teachers can construct materials
b. teachers can obtain technical help
c. teachers can talk to other teachers
d. teachers can relax
e. teachers can.participate in recreation
f. teachers can learn
g. teachers can share '

3. ,-A place that

a. belongs to teachers
b. respOnds to teacher's wants and needs

The center is committed to addressing the to% twenty needs expressed in 'the
needs assessment. These needs include both instructional skill building and
personal development. Teachers asked for training in individualized instruc-
tion, smal,f group instruction, the inquiry technique, team teaching as well as
for counseling services,, preparation for an adaptation to retirement, rap ses-
sions, a rcreation center, community social services and legal service informa-
iion. The cent !Twill link teachers with the legal, social, and counseling
resources they request. ThL policy board is also peeking gymnasium space that
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can.be made available during weekends and evenings to intersted teachers. In

,additIon to providing Workshops, consultants, and curriculum materials, the
center is thus intent on accommodating. personal, social, and recreational

needs. The focus areas are far-reaching.

Staff and board members were concerned about issues of compliance with federal
regulations, specifically those relating to contracting for services for next
year. For example, the center very much wants to rent a building suitable for
its purposes, but the regulations prohibit this until funding for the opera-
tional year is formally approved. In the meantime, the center goes without an
appropriate home and planning for the future is constrained.

6. Spokane Teacher Center

West 825 Spokane Falls Boulevard
Spokane, Washington 99201.

Phone (509) 455-3666

Coordinator: Larry Skillestad

The city of Spokane is the second largest city in Washington with a population
of 190,000. Spokane serves as a transportation, shopping, cultural and medical
center for= the million people who live in the areas of Eaitern Washington,
Northern Idaho, Western Montana, and Southeastern British Columbia, Canada.

The policy board currently consists of 14 members including: etght pub,Lia
school.-teachers, one nonpublic school teacher, four administrators, and;Ag
member' representinT institutions of higher education., Upo'n a.pproval,;,4Arl
operational grant, the board will be expanded to 19 membeb- .

The board has worked long hours in developing the-center's bylawt'aporpli
its program. 0--The bylaws are nine pages in ltngth and p ovide explicit
specific guidelines for the center's operation. The b rd and Atafftl6y
reviewed a wide body of 'research in the area of teacher effectiveness an'cil.s.W f/
development and summarized this research in the operational grant proposal:;;
This research has been integrated with the results of a recent series'of needs';;
assessments conducted by Spokane School District 81. On this firm reearch
foundation, the center has identified four curriculum focus areas and 0n,,4
strutted a model for inservice deliver. The focus areas are:, (1) teaclijny
strategies and tactics; (2) classroom management, (3) instructional adylsory
service; and (4) -individual instructional materials.

..The 'board has also made provisions for developing an assessment and evaluation
component and an information and dissemination section.

The four focus area5"and the assessment-evaluation and the information-
dissemination secOons.' represent the center's six "subsystems." The board
intends to establish a' chair of each of the six groups and will work with the
coordinator to coordinate the groups' effofts. Each subsystem group will draw
upon the talents of expert consultants as they develop the areas for which they
are' responsible.

The center has requested funding for five full-time positions during the
operationdl year: a coordinator, a consultant, who will work with the spb-
systems, two teaching specialists, and a secretary.

20
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. At he time of this writing a specific site f.0 Reacher center had not- been
designated. The center .had

.which, contains a large multipurpose room. 01*-, ,
i.to three buildings, each of

,
One question that several board 'members entertained conceenedi the relation-ship between the district's inservi,ce p,rogram and that to b@ spbnsored by the

, teacher` center. Especially since this was a year for negoti at inq a new con-t'ract with the district, tlere was a steng possibility that the district wouldalter its traditional inservice offerings. How this might affect the teacher
center's program was 'not yet clear.

7. Palouse Consortium Teacher Center

Colfax, Washington 99111
'Phone (509) 397-2181

tirector: Peggy Larson -Jdnes
0

The PatIouse4onsortium encompsses nine school districtwithi_Whitman County,a.ruY regilbn in central- Washington south of Spokane.
iii

k ' I,
L tke the Spokane Center, the Paloute Consort ium'Center whas integrated the re-
sults cif teacheeineeds assessment surveys and ouecome data on student achieVm-
ment inolhe county's schoo ls to justify _its selection, of four focus areas:
(1) gifted (top quartile, defined in 'terms of a composite of several'measbres)
(2) mcspwation of students -(defined in ter'rns of both theory and research on thpsycholkgy' of motivation and instructional strategies, ddsigned to engagemotivation), (3) teacher made materials; and (4) the row performing student
again, defined in trms of a compMte measure involying both test scores and't chers", professional judgment.

ol,

the pevple ipterviewed at the.,zenter during Hay indicated at tlie center wotrld _func rnakly as a linking agent for teachers in the field. Although noexpl cit men ion' was made of the "agricultural extension agent" model, theorie tation crif,,the center seems to be most consistent with this approach.' The, rcenter has already taken steps to develop ties with the Office of Pubic
Instruction, with the Spokane and local educa\tional service districts, and with
Washington State, University and the University of Idaho. The center 'is kilned
to tap these sources, among others, to meet teacher requests. Both the direr ,tor, Peggy Larson-Jones, and Lisa Hansen, another key actor.. in the centeoperation, believe strongly that the center should strive to net speciffindividual problems with specific site-related splutions. The approach toinservice is varied and flexible.

Like the Idaho Center, Palouse maintains clear and' stringent criteria forsponsoring university courses. A professor from Washington State University',
for example, offered a course entitled, "Seminar on inservice," for teachers
who wanted to develop curriculum in the focus areas of the center. The centerarranged for the course And required that tie professor submit his notes and - ,,plans to the po'i icy board well before the final go ahead was Oven. The course'was well received, and a number of teachers had their first experience in
self-initiated rkducational research and development.

Both Peggy and Lisa are members of the Teacher Center-Teacher Corps Consor-tium, based at WSU, (Representatives from the Spokane Teacher Center also
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participated in the Consortitall.) Teacher Corps 'received a $9,000 grant to
investigate ways of pooling the talents and resources of the two organiza-
tions. This is the only such grant in the country.

In order to help assure a high quality of inservice, the center has con-
tracted with the Audit''and Evaluation Program of the Northwest Regional Educa-
tional Laboratory to conduct an evaluation. An evaluation blueprint has been
developed.

Finally, it might be noted that the pl;nning grant did not allocate any fuqls
for salaries. Those who performed the staff functions did so while holding
down full time teaching positions. Needless to say, this was not easy.

8. Cowlitz Teacher Center.

8th and Church
Kelso, Washington 98626
Phone (206) 577-2400

a Developer: ;Jack Bond

Composition of Policy Board^.

Teachers 10 (5 each from Kelso and Longview)
Administrators 4 (2 each from Kelso and Longview)
Private schools 1

Total 15

*q only center in the Northwest which has no affiliation with an li stitution
noted in the February documentation summary, tbe Cowlitz Teachef Center is

of higher learning. The center is 75 milet from the nearest in-state four -year
learning college and 200 miles from the nearest in-state college ectalizing.
in teache'r preparation. The need for locally based and re y accessible
inservice thus seemed, particularly pressing in the Cowl a and was a major
reason for the creation of the center.

This is not to suggest that the center views itself merely as a surrogate
university. Unlike many traditional university programs, the center seeks to
reinforce professional training in the context of the school site and to enlist
the talents of area-wide teachers in the design and delivery of inservice. As
the first edition of the periodic publication of the center, News and Notes,
stated, programs sponsored by the center can deal with practicalities and
strategies used in the classroom, and not so much with theory. Center lessons
can be specifically designed for local teachers." In the Cowlitz model,
inservice is to be responsive to teachers' expressed needs.

As a result of an extensive needs assessment, the center is addressing ten
Specific program focus areas for its first operational year:

Serving Gifted Students
Developing Inquiry Processes
Developing Peer Relationships
Reading, Spelling, and Composition
Establishing Learning Centers

0

(

Student Discipline
Art Discipline
Developing Problem-Solving Skills
Developing Communication Skills
Values Clarification

ti
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Another objective defines an open-ended category of meeting the "special needs
and concerns of small -groups of teachers and administrators as these are
identified."

In addition to developing an inservice model for the operational year, the
center has laid a foundation of interagency cooperation to support the imple-
mentation of the model. The center has been recognized by nine higher educa-
tion institutions, six education associations, six school districts, four
private schools and several community and statewide agencies providing
educational services. Perhaps of special significance is the ofthe
center in fostering collaboration between the two sporloring school districts.
The districts are geographic neighbors, but have rarely coordinated inservice
efforts.

Plans and arrangements are being worked o t by which the Cooperating colleges
and universities will offer courses through the center which meet the identir
fied needs of area teachers. Universities currently offer extenopon programs
and courses in the area, but admissions probedures for these prop ams are often
cumbersome and subject to meeting local, minimum enrollments. Issues concerning
on-campus requirownts. for paster's prograals, out-of-state tuition costs
(Portland State University, in neighboring Oregon, is only 40 miles away), and
the maintenance of a support library resource Zr-the offered graduate courses
have yet to be resolved.

. .

One concern that developed during the first Ydlar was the lack of representation
of 'high school teachers on the policy board. To remedy this problem, the
policy board - appointed a special secondary teacher committee to address high

,school concerns. For the coming year, three new appointments to the polity'
',board have been made to increase the. ratio of secondary teachers.

,

Several board members have expressed concern about their unfamiliarity with
federal and state regulations and procedures relating to grants, personnel, and
inservice. These members felt a sense of accomplishment in learning to deal
with these requirements, as well as with local district and building adminis-

' trative issues. They indicated the learning process took time, was often
demanding, and delayed action they might have taken in policy board matters.

The technical assistance and leadership provided by the Office of the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction in the state has been frequent and of consistent
high quality. By contrast, the support from regional and national groups has
been frustrating and confusing. This frustration seems to come from a "lack of
definite direction" from the "Cluster," "National Documentation,"'and "Teacher
Center Project." These organizations have not made their objectives deal- in
relation -to individual centers; communications are infrequent, evet changing,
and lack follow-through, and requirements to conduct documentation or to attend
meetings appear to have been imposed after grant negotiations without suffi-
cient explanation or financial support. Leadership at these levels has been
disappointing.
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SECTION II. TRENDS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF TEACHER CENTERS

This section focuses n" general issues an principles that appear to cut
across indivtdu I cher centers in the region. The intent) is -to generate
conclusion.s about he dynamics of teacher ce er .development ovqr the year.

To help make sense out of the lrge quantity of data that the centers have
provided, we have organized our observations in terms of three categories: the
philosophical, the institutional, and the programmatic. The philosophical
refers to the overall point of view about the meaning and purpose of teacher
Centers, Data bearing on the underlying orientation of centers is treated in
this ,tategory. The institutional refers to issues concerning the centers'
operating norms and roles and relations with other organizations. Govtrnance,
politics, and administration are included here. Finally, the. .programmatic
dimension relates to the type of inservice centers sponsor. Of course, in
practice these three categories are interrelated. A center cannot decide sues-
tions about its program, for example, in isolation from philosophical and
institutional consideraetans. Nonetheless, these cateori4 may help create
initial paths of Understanding through the mass of otherwise unorganized data..

the Philosophic-Dimension

Tile philosophy of teacher centers concerns the fundamental reasons for their
creation--the "why" of teacher centers. Documentation reports and interviews
invariably included substantial philosophic statements. Taken as a whole,
these statements reflect a vision of developing professional autonomy, commun-
ity and effectiveness.

Autonomy

The theme of autonomy runs through all the documentation material. Center
board members and staff commonly pointed to teacher centers as the most prom-
ising vehicle for promoting teacher self-direction and self-initiation. Many
of those interviewed drew a contrast between traditional approaches to staff
development and the orientation of teacher centers. Whereas school districts
had often adopted a "mass feeding" form of inservice, which treated teachers
as dependent and undifferentiated laborers, teacher centers had faith that
teachers could work together to assess their own needs and generate their own
solutions. The unilateral, "top-down," approach to inservice had been anti-
thetical to the development of professional autonomy, many claimed. Indeed,
if anything, it had reinforced professional inertia. Teacher centers gave cre-
dence to teachers' own version of professional effectiveness. They enfranchised
teachers in the process of inservice decision making. They enabled teachers to
have ownership in their own professional development. Teacher centers fostered
independent self-renewal. They planned with teachers rather than for them.

As one teacher board member put it: "The teacher center is the best thing
that's happened for teachers in a long time. With it we can prove to ourselves
and to administrators that we can do things in a leadership capacity. The
center is a real boost to us as professionals."

Several teacher center participants said they believed in the ultimate goal of
autonomy, but wondered about teachers' ability to lead, at least in the short
run. One respondent noted that teacher board members "tended not to come
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prepared for meetings. They didn't do the necessary reviewing of dopments
or agendas. They often just didn't do their homework.: nth respect to policy
making, their decistons were commonly "spur of the moment," this individual
maintained. Moreover, teachers were apt to "base decisions on their ow'.
personal experience rather than on the needs assessment or on research." From
this point,: of view, autonomy was surely a valued end, but it could not be
defined simply. in terms of teachers' own sense of need fulfillment. Centers
that funded' any reqUest that, a teacher made may merely be promoting teacher
aggressiveness, rather than autonomy, noted a policy board member at another
center. Whoever could get to the center phone first was' rewarded, it seemed to
him. If. a "go-getting" atfltude was the mark of autonomy, then the center
stood for autonomy. But such a criteria would be delusionary, the board member
implied.

-

Talk about tNther autonomy, then, often revolved around the question of who,
or what, is the legitimate definer of teacher needs. To endorse autonomy is to
suggest that teachers themseleves are the final judges of their own needs'. Yet
it is far from clears how one knows a "true" need when one meets one. An
elementary teacher in an urban area confided, for example, that she wasn't sure
to what extent her view of her professional needs resulted from the prAncipal's
pronouncements, her educational texts, pressures from the community, or her own
original reflection. Autonomy presupposes a large measure of self-clarity. To
plan for oneself one must know oneself. Some centers appear to assume that
teachers have already attained the level of self-insight necessary for prOfes-
sional self-determination. In these cases, the center provides a means for
meeting whatever needs teachers communicate by phone, interview or survey. In

other centers, there is a more active and deliberate attempt'to promote teacher
self-reflection. In the Southeast Idaho Center, for example, substvntial time
is devoted to sessions in "PDP," professional needs development prioritizing.
In these sessions center staff meet with groups of teachers on a face-to-face
level and engage in structured activities to elicit teachers' goal hierarchies.
Here the center stimulates self-reflection, rather than assumes it.

A commitment to autonomy suggest a trust in teachers' perception of realiO.
All centers share this trust, but some fortify it with deliberate, nekl-
clarification programs. Perhaps the issue is less one of philosophy than of
strategy. People agree on the importance of autonomy, but differ in their
interpretations of how best to represent or develop it.

Community

The image of teacher centers as engines of autonomous development is not the
only image that the documentation literature suggests. Equally as central is

the vision of the center as a builder of community.

1

In the context of teacher centers the idea of community contains two dimen-
sions. First, on the literal level, i means gathering together with other
teachers. This kind of community is most evident in rural areas, where pro-
fessional isolation is a gnawing problem. A second type of community is that
of collaborative work. Here the image is one of teachers teaching other
teachers, of observing and consulting with peers, of mutual planning and

decision making. Teachers may work in the same district or building for years
without attaining this form of community. Teacher centers seek to promote both
kinds of community.
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'. In rural areas; the Northwest Arctic or Montana's Gallatin Valley, for example,
many teachers miss a se; 0 pf colleaguethip simply' because of the distance that
separates them from their fellow teachers. Although there are only a few one
room schools, eved in a six or eight riom school there may be no other teacher
who shares your subject. area and grade level. As Ed Hengemuehler, ,of the .Malmborg School, in Montana (which does happen tole a one room schooy'house)
put

t

jw-1 . I' like to...tit-op the center just' to visit and chat with
other teadiers, Othee'organi tions in ,town are kind of
cold. ,W.ith them, it's like walking into a meeting, sitting
on a chair for an hour, then leaving. But, at the center I

can have a real conversation. Its a supportive place...a
touch of home... Those of us who teach in one doom schools
are with the kids all day long. There's no faculty lounge
where we get to talk to other teachers. The center goes a
long way toward filling this need.

Ttia Northwest Arctic Center also strives to overcome isolation and buildcommunity. This is no small effort, since some villages are separated by 100
miles of tundra, and planes; however indispensable, are not inexpensive.Through events such as the Anchorage Fair, teachers get an opportunity toidentify with the district as a whole and meet colleagues in neighboringcommunities.

Even in more urban areas, policy board
members commonly envisioned the center

as a relaxed, downhome kind of place where teachers could take informal courses
in such areas as guitar playing and other arts. In the eyes of many, the
center should encourage social and recreational activities, as well as more
curriculum oriented programs. The center would help foster a sense of commun-
ity by becoming a teacher's home away from home. An intimate and comfortable
setting would help teachers share each other's experience.

But a center can be committed to building
community without explicitly provid-

ing a common gathering place. To develop a community of work, of mutual pro-
fessional exchange, does not necessarily entail the maintenance of a nuturingteacher home. Centers such as B.E.S.T. and Southeast Idaho, which use abrokerage model of inservice, provide teachers with resources to create, their
own networks of community. The center, in this conception, enables teachers to
viit and consult with other teachers and to plan workshops, research and other
projects together. Here again, we enter the realm of programs, which we dis-cuss more fully below. On a philosophic plane, we need merely note that
teachers working together is a hallmark of the teacher center movement.

Effectiveness

The idea of teachers teaching teachers brings into focus a third basic philo-
sophic them, that of effectiveness. Most all center participants have faith
that the distinctive kinds of services that the center provides will have a
discernable payoff in terms of improving the quality of classroom instruction.
The rationale of effectivenesS holds that centers will make a difference in the
lives of children as well as teachers. Indeed, in the eyes of many, including
perhaps the federal government, the ultimate justification of a teacher center
is its ability to promote student learning. Autonomy and community are not
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r
merely ends in themselves, but means towards developing more competent instruc-
tors. Classrooms should be better places because of teacher centers. The
outcomes of centers must be viewed in relation to student-effects-in addition
to teacher effects. Considered on the broadest level, teacher centers are seen'
as serving the public interest at large and not simply the interests of
teachers.

-4-4.S...

Of course, it is presumed that satisfying teacher needs will benefit students
too, either directly or indirectlf. The challenge, as administrators in

part2 lar noted, is to turn this presumption intcpa workable research or
evaluation hypothesis. Most board memberi and staff suggested that reseach-
type ri or was neither feasible nor desirable in evaluating the effects of the
center. There was widespread recognition that a center would have to invest an
intolerab y high proportion of its budgeNto test the effects of the center on
student earning. Even with financial support, establishing experimental
controls and purifying treatments would not be possible without sacrificing the
flexibility and individuality of the program's offerings. What centers could
do, one board member observed, was to make reasonable inferences about the
degree of teacher use of the center and about the relation between the center's
focus areas and the assessed needs of students. Several centers, such as
Spokane a'hd Palouse, appear to have tied their focus areas to the results of
studies on student instructional needs. But this approach to establishing
focus areas is not without its own limitations. As the director of both the
B.E.S.T. and Western Montana centers pointed out, centers may be doing a

disservice to their clients if they restrict the focus areas to curriculum
areas, narrowly conceived. For this is ft leave out the whole-range of human
potential programs, of creative psychological development, which teachers may
request and benefit from. One would be hard pre6ed to demonstrate a connec-
tiom between workshops on such topics as self-aweiTness and coping with stress
and changes in student behavior. But should this mean that centers ought to
limit their vision to,the more obviously instruction-related areas? To answer
this is to revisit the issue of autonomy and who is the legitimate definer of
teacher needs. 0;

Some centers plan on sponsoring recreational activities, and perhaps even,

renting gym space/44nd reserving facilities at health spas. These programs
are even one step ,Turther removed from a strict conception of inservice for
instructional effectiveness, and the criteria for judging their merits are
unclear. Several board members suggested that recreational activities might
help renew teachers' enthusiasm for their work. Others saw these activities as
a means to publicize the center and .attract clients to the more fundamental,
skill-training programs. In either case, the relation of recreation to profes-
sional effectiveness remains indirect, at best.

One teacher center actor suggested that the complexity of assessing the effects
of centers on student learning, or even, on classroom process, was too often

1\1

used as an excuse to do no research at a . From this individual's perspec-

tive, more money ought to have been earmark 64 to "conduct interventions." In

the long run, unless we can isolate the particOlar strategies and programs that
produce the effects we want we won't know what to make of teacher centers, this
argument ran. Teacher centers are in danger of becoming just another educa-
tional bandwagon. The worth of centers cannot stand or fall on teacher testi-
monials, or so it seemed to this respondent. A teacher's feeling of satisfac-

tion with center services is insufficient grounds to establish the merit of

07
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these services. Self-report is one important criterion, but it cannot. properly
be the final arbiter of success.

In the context of the documentation report it would be inappropriate to probe
further the assumptions underlying the alternative positions regarding teacher
effectiveness. Like the debate concerning the meaning and measurement of
autonomy, the conflict hinges on opposing epistemological positions. The phe-
nomenologically minded board members and staff are apt to legitimize teachers'
own perceptions of effectiveness, whereas the more objectivist oriented, parti-
cipants reserve their respect for scientific measures.

All centers support the ends of autonomy, community, and effectiveness. Whatis perhaps more noteworthy, however, is the range of interpretations that
people place on each of these ends. It is not enough to say that teacher
centers rest on a belief in autonomy, community, or effectiveness. It is theway in which people develop and use these beliefs that must be explored.

The Institutional Dimension

In this category we consider the organizational and political issues that
teacher centers in the Northwest have confronted. It is in this realm that
many centers have encountered their most serious probleds and enjoyed their
most satisfying progress.

All centers seem to have met with at least five basic institutional challenges:

1. Building a stable and cohesive policy board
2. Finding a suitable director, coordinator, or developer
3. Communicating with diverse constituencies

(including data gathering and sharing and public relations)
4. Dealing with federal, state, district and building regulations
5. Creating an adequate support staff

1. Building a stable 4nd cohesive policy board

At the outset we should note that for several centers, principally those in
rural areas, policy board development was not an issue at all. In these
centers, board members seemed to act as one virtually from the beginning,
or such was the claim, and any differences were resolved openly and easily.
Board meetings were as much gatherings of friends as forums for debate.
When asked about board conflicts, several members wondered what this
.question could possibly mean, as if conflict were a stranger to their
region of the world.

In urban based centers, competition for influence and control amonglyoups
on the board was more evident. There are invariably more subcultAtres to
unite in these centers than in their rural counterparts, or at least more
rigidly defined one A4though there are cleavages between administrator
and teacher. in rura settings, these are shallow when compared with the
role divisions char teristic or urban areas. In one urban center a board
member declared bl tly: "I am an Association member first and
a board member cond." The only reason fEi teachers on the board could
work with tRe administration representatives was that "we (the teachers)
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have the majority vote." To combat what appeared as the district's drive
for, control, the teachers on this board had organized themselves into a
caucus. The'caucus leaderwould commonly call "time out" during, board

meetings so that teachers could huddle and plan tactics. The teachers
strove to present a solid, united front. This individual- respondent
readily conceded that she would like to move beyond this state of political
warfare and "to see the day when members could act as individuals." But,

from her viewpoint, that daysliad clearly not yet come. Teachers "are.

paranoid. We've been hurt tOo\any times by the district. Yes, we do

jockey for position..."

In the service area of another center: a high ranking school official, who
himself was not on the enter policy board, drove the political point home
with equal force, but this time from the administrative side:

Administrators on the whole are put off by the center.,.
The district is to have responsibility without authority...
A small group of teachers made an effort to get our name

oon the dotted line... The center concept was bornout of a
Ae$movement of teacher unions, a push by unions, to put into

the hands of teachers control over areas that have tradi-
tionally been the prerogative and responsibilities of
management. In effect, the feeling seemed to be that the
center would let us work around those bad guys.

This official suggested that a number of administrators in the district
"feared that the center would interfere, or be incompatible, with inservice
programs we already have." The respondent himself questioned openly
whether the district needed the center: "The teacher center doesn't really
serve our needs in - . It can serve the rural schools... There's a
fear that it will be a foreign element in the system that may not be
compatible with it."

This image of the teacher center as a usurper of district Prerogatives grew
in large part out of the early history of the center, the administrator
acknowledged, rather than with its current status. He had utter trust in
the center's leadership at this point and felt that they had taken signifi-
cant steps to work collaboratively with the district. When talking about
prospects for fulture coordinition, the official softened considerably.
Yet, his position was nonetheless that the center could never be more than
a piecemeal operation, "an auxiliary service," which had no systematic
impact on the design of inservice in the district.

In this politicized context, policy board development involves confronta-
tion and negotiation. Administrators pose such questions as: Who has the

final say over the center's hiring policies? Why should the district share
its inservice expertise and resources? What's the center's relations with

the teachers' association? Will the center cause us more headaches in
terms of scheduling changes, release time, and so forth than its worth?

Not all urban centers are places of political ferment. One urban-based
director reported that his biggest surprise was how consistently encour-
aging and accommodating the administration had been during the year. At

this center, the policy board had had its share of internal divisions, but
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these were not due to any radical polarization between teachers and admin-
istrators. The conflicts seemed to have been based more on the newness of
the center idea, and the lack of guiding precedents for this kind of board.
One administrator on the board .observed that all board members were dis-
posed to work together and "make this thing go" right from the beginning,
but that individuals were unsure 'of themselves in this new situation and
began to "assume false positions," as if they were responding to an un-
natural script. In this person's view, board members would fall back on
stereotypic union or administration positions without necessarily,believing
in them. Gradually though, due to theleadership provided by the director,
the talents of the pegFess consultant, and the commitment of the members

j themselves the board had become cohesive and effective.

The development of policy boards often reflected the initial procedures
used to select boai-d members. In one center, the teachers' association of
one of the cooperating districts appointed the entire membership of the
"Improvement of Instruction" committee to the policy board. The teachers'
association of the sister district appointed individuals, who had no
previous committee affiliation. The board members who were also serving on
the instruction committee of the association found it difficult to dojustice to both assignments. Moreover, the different approach to board
selection in the two districts made more difficult, one respondent noted,
the achievement of board unity.

In another center, high turnover in board membership during the early
stages delayed progress: creating board solidarity. In yet another
center, the main pro le0Lhad been one of geography and climate. Boardmembers had to tray ong distances, often in minimally acceptable
driving conditions, to ttend meetings. Each policy board faced its own
challenges.

Policy board development is certainly one of the more fundamental features
of the history of teacher centers. Most of what has been written here is
based on interviews conducted in April or May, when the strains of policy
board development had either been largely worked through or had gone
underground in anticipation of the close of the school year. People
expressed their perceptions from the perspective of hindsight. Thisperspective is valuable in that it offers a broad, historical view of
policy board operation. The limitation of this pehpective is, however,
that the immediacy and often the richness of the experience are lost.
People don't always remember the details of policy board relations in the
developmental stages, or the way in which they felt about them.

2. Finding a suitable director, coordinator, or developer,

The issue here seems to be mainly one of locating an individual who is both
a crack administrator and a respected classroom teacher. Needless to say,
this is a tall order to fill. In many centers, teachers expect the direc-
tor to be "one of them," but at the same time to be expert at writinggrants, dealing with regulations, maintaining the budget, establishing
relations with other agencies, and so forth. The director must combine
many talents.

3 0
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Centers may require months to find the "right" person for the job, as did
the.p.E.S.T. and the Northwest Arctic centers., The process of selecting a

director might involve board members in dozens of hours'of painstaking
work. New centers should perhaps be forewarned about the complexity of the
Airectdr's role and the care required to identify suitable candidates.

If there is one message that directors themselves communicate it is that

the director's role is extremely demanding, particularly in regard-to
handling the many regulations and policies of the cooperating districts,
the state, and the federal ,government. As the director of the B.E.S.T.
center put it, there is a vast amount of "invisible time" spent on admin-
istrative functions, invisible in the sense that it is hidden from the view
of the teachers who use the center's services or others who might seek to
appraise its progress. Setting up one workshop may require hours of
meeting time and phone calls. Directors do not appear to have as much time
available for working with teachers in the field as some teachers would
expect.

Communicating with diverse constituencies

This 'is one of the tasks that directors generally perform. It involves
both public relations and data gathering and sharing.

In this category falls needs assessment. We have already discussed several
of the issues related to needs assessment, but here we might point out that
centers commonly experience low returns when conducting a standardized

needs survey. In urban areas in particular the response rate to such sur-
veys rarely exceeds 30 percent and among secondary teachers the response
is significantlygtower. Small schools report much higher response rates.

A center's use of-paper-and-pencil survey instruments does not necessarily
mean that it believes the survey is the most meaningful source of insight
into the needs of teachers in the area. All centers affirm the importance
of face-to-face, personalized, nee assessment as well. But in large
systems, where several thousand tea ers must be served, it is difficult to
satisfy the requirement of represe ativeness by relying exclusively on
face to face assessment. If a cents, wants to create focus "as in light
of the needs of 3,000 teachers, and it has only a month or two to create
such areas, a standardized survey format assures a wider sampling of per-
ceptions than does an individualized interview format. The quality of
data from the survey may be far from optimal, but every teacher at least is
given a chance to have input. This is not to promote surveys, but only to
explain why many centers used them even though aware of their shortcomings.

The most direct form of needs assessment is the teacher's phone call..
Many centers use an initial survey to establish the focus areas, but the
most compelling profile of teacher needs is that obtained by the log of

teacher requests. Here one gets a specific sense of the kinds of themes
and formats teachers are interested in.

As reported in the first section of this report several centers drew upon
the needs assessments conducted by the cooperating district. Data concern-
ing both teacher needs and student needs are tapped. In this respect,
district support has been crucial.

aJ
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On the level of public relations, most centers have created "awareness
presentations" of one sort or another to introduce ,various constituencies
to the center's programs. Staff members have made presentations to groups
of faculty, administrators, and representatives of the community. On a
formal level at keast, centers generally report that these presentations
are,well- received, although ocCasionally teachers, particularly high school
teachers, react wits indiff7ence.

.r"

Centers indicate-that he most effective way of promoting their programs is

'25
by word of mouth. Al centers .publish, or plan on publishing, a bulletin,
but this seems to arry less weight in the minds of teachers than the
observations that their colleagues communicate informally.

4. Dealing with federal, state, district, and building, regulations

Dealing with the "regs,t' of one agency or another, consumes much of a,
director's week. Policy board members, too, are often preoccupied with the
legal and administrative aspects of the center's operation. In this

()domain, such questions have arisen as:

How do you get through to the "Feds?" They don't seem to
answer the phone or respond to letters.

Washington doesn't want us to rent space.. But we need it.
What arrangements can be made to satisfy the law, but still
secure a site?

The regs say that the majority of board members must be
full time teachers. If a teacher takes a study leave or
works for the teachers' association for a quarter, does
that mean he, or she, must be replaced,by an actively
practicing teacher? If so, how soon must the substitution
be made?

If the center awards minigrants to teachers, does the
federal government own the equipment that teachers purchase
in carrying out the grants?_

How can a center contract for services or materials when
the grant has yet to be approved?

Can the center give an independent service contract to -
consultants or teachers who lead workshops or do these per-

m sonnel need to be considered employees of the cooperating
district and "put on their books," subject to their tax and
accounting procedures?

Why did the grant funds arrive three months late, and how
do we deal with this kind of delay?

Why are we required to, or at least expected to, conduct
documehtation for three different groups? / I

What, exactly, is the state supposed to be do g for us?
What does "technical assistance" mean in practice?
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Some'of these questi-bns are simply technical in nature. The problem is
solved by consulting with ithe budget officer, reading the regulations more
carefully, or hearing-from the project, director in D.C, Clear and reliable
information is all that is required.

,'But in certain- instances the regulations are problematic because of the
political context in whicl they are interpreted and applied. For example,
one center had fougpt with the state over the goals and methods of tech-

-nical assistance. The conflict had not resulted simply from a lack of
information, although that may have been a contributing factor. The issue
was one of control. Who decides what kind of assitice a center should
get? To resolve this kind, of question requires negotiat n as well as "the

In relations with the district, a similar situation preiiai . If a center
wants to organize a workshop, fer example, which involv releast time for
teachers, the center staff must have full knowled out the district'and
the individual buildings' policies towards sub utes and inservice. But
such knowledge in frrelf means little if t strict and the center arse at
odds regarding questions of purpose, influence, and authority. 'At gone
site, for instance, the center proposed to demonstrate and disseminate one
of the district's successful inservice programs to private schools in
the service area. The district rejected the idea. The program was the
'exclusive property of the district, an administrator maintained. Politics
-often conditions a center's relations with the cooperating districts and
agencies.

1In this same vein, we might also observe that a center's relations with
, ;teachers' associations seems to include both information-sharing and

political dimensions. Most centers reported that the local and/or the
state association newsletter published articles and schedules of events for
them and furnished information about conferences, inservice opportunities,
and grant-writing. But several respondents in various centers felt that
the association had pressured them to give special attention to the goals
and objectives of the association when making policy. Some respondents
interpreted the association's overtures less as pressure than as construc-
tiv&guidance. Individuals within a center and across centers disagreed
about the desirability of maintaining close ties with the association.
Some were active association advocates and some counseled keeping a clear
distance. It seems safe to say that politics enters into a center's
relaticins with teachers' associations, but the documentation data do not
yield a clear image of the precise nature of this relationship.

5. Creating6 adequate support staff

Centers have responded to this challenge in creative ways, either in their
actual operation or in their plans. For example, Spokane has proposed a
staff of five for next year, as previously described. Gallatin County has
a combintion media - Specialist /office manager as well as a director and a
teacher demonstrator.6 ft.E.S.T. has proposed a third full-time staff person
to help record, consplidae, access and disseminate the ever-expanding
volume of data. Southeast Idaho uses three part-time field agents, in
addition to the director and secretary. At this stage, perhaps the only
generalization that can be made is that centers require more staffing, or

0 el
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more differentiated staffing, than original 'grant, writers anticipated..
Just at the center's operations are complex, so, too, must be the staffing
patterns.

The Programmatic Dimension.

We have already "identified the types of programs that each center has span-,
sored, or plans on sponsoring, in the first section of,the book. In addition,
we have discussed the broad philosophic assumptions that underlie alternative
conceptionsof teacher center programming. Here we draw more exp cit atten-
tion to the differences between the "make it-take it" and the okerage"
approaches to inservice., In conclusion, we move beyond these di ferences to
see what center programs hold in common.

It should be stressed that no center is solely a "make it2tke.it" place. All
centers assist teachers to link up with various kinds of programs and -re-
sources. Yet some centers emphasize the curriculum construction and dissemina-
tion,ZaactIonsamre than do others.

The decision to focus on the creation, selection and presentation of materials
grows large part out of the geographic and cultural context in which a'
center operates. In the rural, Gallatin Valley, for example, teachers often
lack ditto material, paints, cardboard, magic markers, etc., and are limited to
one or two standard texts. To sgrve its clients the center must place a heavy
tmphasis on the curriculum collecting and constructing role. Sally Sandoz, a
teacher in a one room school in Belgrade, Montana, explains how the center
helps her:

I need' to get resources quickly because I have a lot of
grade levels that I'm planning for and.it's time consuming,
for me to plan the lesson. The'teacher center facilitates
may research... They have a lot of different materials there
on a lot of different levels. So I have one place that I
can go that I know I can get the materials that I need...
Also, it's nice for me because I. can add to the curriculum.
A lot of the curriculum that is provided here at the school
is of a textbook nature, which is fine, but it's nice to
have other materials, too.... Especially,' when you're in a.
place that's rather 'isolated, it's nice to have a place
that's so convenient and up to date.

Ed Hengemuehler observes:

I feel the center is great for this type of school. We
have a ditto machine. That's it. So, at the center I make
games and posters; I can laminate. I can make a copy of.
something out of a book. They've got_ the equipment.
That's may biggest resource. Because of a limited budget, I

need to get outside material, and I can get it.there.

In urban areas with resource-rich schools and educational service districts,
there is, of course; less need for materials provision. Many urb1tn teacher
talk of the center as a place for curriculum construction, but this function
seems less central to them than it appears for rural teachers.
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This is not to say that all rural. settings require a "make it-take it" teacher
center. There is a diversity of rural settings, and in some, the maintenance
of a cpmmon, place for materials construction would be pointless. For example,
the Southemst idaho'Center represents an area the size of the state 'of
Indiana. /1fte emphasis there must be to create a responsive communication's
network that7Apans this vast stretch. To establish a teacher-oriented library -'

or "store" in a fixed location would hardly be workable. Thus, the Idaho
',center uses 4,A0rokerage model of providing inservice, which depends on an'
outward flow oP information and resources, rather than on a localized conCeh,' '
tration of them.

Ay r
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One cannot predict the range of a teacher center's programs simply by referrinr , .

to such rough. categories as "rural," or "urban." Fine-grained distinctions
within these tUtegories are often critical. In Northwest Alaska, Kotzebue,
with a population of 2,500, might be considered an urban area in that it is the
cultural, economic, and political center of the entire region. But one of its."
major problems is the 30 percent teacher turnover, a problem few other urban
areas could claim. The center there must concentrate on orienting new teachers .

to the perils and pleasures of the Arctic. It must anticipate teacher requests
rather than merely respond to them. o,,

The hallmark of teacher center programming is adaptability. Whether a centei-
is configured along'the lines of a drop-in or an outreach model, or a combina-
tion of the two, it invariably reflects the special contours of its community.

,;+'',

This theme of creative adaptation runs throughout our account of teacher center
,

development. Far from representing a homogeneous or monolithic movement, the
centers are individually shaped and locally responsive. ° At the same time,
teacher centers share a common parentage and a common destiny--they are each a
product of the same historic search for more effective forms of inservice, and
they are each moving towards the ends of professional autonomy, coffmunity, And
effectiveness. Thp teacher centers in the Northwest are not islands of 'Irina-
vAtibn; they are connected by both values and achievements

More specifically, teacher center programs in theNorthwest reflect three basic

I.

ch cteristics:

I. An empahsis on job-embedded teacher training. Centers generally place
priority on providing inservice in the context of the school site.

t

2. An emerging responsiveness to teacher needs. Center staff and polfcy
boards seem to he moving beyond the one-shot administration of a
paper-and-pencil survey to assess teacher needs. Teacher input in the
design of programs is becoming more personalized and less superficial.
Interviews, discussion, and feedback help create a more elaborated
picture of teacher needs. ,A1 0

't
3. A willingness to driW upon teachers themselves as leaders of inservice

activities. This should not be interpreted to mean that the centers
reject professors or outside consultants. In fact, as we noted.in the
Palouse and Southeast Idaho cases, the center staff may work with
university faculty to optimize program quality. Teacher centers are,
however, especially committed to developing talent from within the
ranks of classroom teachers.

2. 5
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Few would question the overall merit of these three ideals of teacher Center
programming. Yet the specific design of the program does raise questions.
There is, above all, the question of, quality control. Now do centers assure
that their programs are sound and not merely liked? Where do we draw the line
between the personal andFgessional needs orTerichers? What criteria should
be used when selecting teachers to teach their peers? In short, how can
teacher" centers be responsive, but also discriminating?

The second major issue concerns the relation of center sponsored inservice to
that offered by the cooperating district(s). What kind of programmatic niche
will teacher centers create for themselves? In some cases, the center provides
the only ongoing inservice for teachers, so there is no overlap with other
programs. But in other areas, especially urban ones, there is a clear poten-
tial for center programs to interact with district programs. We need more
specific and 'systematic data on how this interaction proceeds, in policy board
deliberations, in behind-the-scene negotiations, and in the actual implementa-
tion of the programs.

Conclusion

In this section we have trio to it uminate general issues in the evolution ofteacher centers. The categories o hilosophy, institutions, and programs have
been used in order to focus the discussion and isolate trends. It is hopedthat the anlysis will provide a useful context for planning the second year of
documentation.

.4%
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SECTION III: ISSUES: A COMMENTARY

Several issues have been matters of concern to teacher centers. These issues:
needs assessment, polity board inservice, evaluation, and the role of state
departures s iare addressed in the following set of papers. The apers are not
meant to be exhaustive on these complex subjects. Rather, they a e intended to
further the dialogue begun in cluster meetings and continued In our news-
letters. Each commentary offers a provocative perspective on a given issue,
which may stimulate discussion within the cluster as we begin our second year.

The opening piece by Jack Turner can best be describes as an editorial. As a
director of a teacher center, Jack worries that the vision which inspires our
work might be overwhelmed by the pressures to justify it. We should beware of
making the verification of our output an end in itself, Jack suggests. Educa-
tors must accept the challenge of walking the tightrope between the FINITE and
INFINITE.

The next essay, by Marianne Hung, a consultant in needs assessment to the
B.E.S.T. Center, exposes the limits of survey research in the assessment of
teacher needs. Marianne goes on to discuss specific ways by which needs
assessments can be improved. Strategies for conducting interviews and for
interpreting qualitative data are reviewed.

In the third essay, Mark Millemann, a specialist in organizational development,
provides a step-by-step account of training program for a teacher center
policy board. Mark takes cart to interrelate general principles of group
process with specific techniques used in board training.

Fred Crowell's contribution, "Zen and the Art of Teacher Center Evaluation,"
makes the case for a broadly responsive evaluation approach. The evaluation
design shobld'reflect the multiple dimensions and plural consitbencies of the
teacher center program, Fred maintains. The traditional, single perspective
evaluation model must give way to a more expansive and differentiated one.

Finally, Alf..langland and Ray Talbert, of the Washington and Oregon State
Departments of Education respectively, provide insights into the role, of the
state department in the teacher center program. Alf and Ray each summarize the
contribution their department has made to teacher center projects.
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Parkinson'sj,aw/Turner'sCorollary

Jack Turner

For several years I have been trying to reduce my corollary to a crisp, declar-
,Ative.sentence, following Parkinson's model; one which is pithy lucid and:memorable. C. Northcoto Parkinson postulate that work expands to fill the time
available for its completion. But Turner's Corollary speaks to a more subtle
phenomenon than did Parkinson and is consequently not so easily reduced to bald
essence.

My corollary applies to teachers, administrators, 'bureaucrats and to, I sus-pect, all workers who perceive themselves accountable to higher authority.
These workers have in common the fact that beyond trying to produce (or induce)
something, they also feel obligated to make the results of their work apparent
to whomever they feel accountable. The shortcoming of Parkinson's Law is thatit does not differentiate between

the two categories of work "which expand
to fill the time available...." The range of activities which makes up ateacher's day, for example, can be classilied into one of two categories;
either the activity is Finite and "capturable," or it is Infinite, and cannot be
captured by numbers or precise language.

In the category I am calling Finite would be things like writing IEPs, takinglunch count, doing achievement tests,
recording at-task behaviors, filling out

forms, developing a grading curve, counting the days until school is 'out, etc.
In the other category, the Infinite, would belong all of tae indeterminate
things like attempting to stimulate a class discussion; debating educational
issues; mediating conflict between students, striving to teach decency, appre-
ciation and other values; pausing to wonder why--and sometimes just pausing to
wonder; etc.

A teacher's day is filled to the rim with both categories of activities. ButMaw corollary is a valid one, we are beginning to see an excess of the Finite
activities at the expense of the Infinite--and ultimately at the expense of ourstudents as well as our profession.

Now that my tem, Finite and Infinite, are illustrated I will reveal Turner's
,Corollary, theh devote the rest of this piece to the Infinite task* of consi-
dering the corollary's implications for teachers and teacher centers.

WHEN A TEACHER IS FACED WITH A COMPLEX OF TASKS, BOTH FINITE AND INFINITE,'.
THE AMOUNT OF TIME DEVOTED TO THE FINITE IS PROPORTIONATE TO THE DEGREE OF
OUTSIDE PRESSURE PERCEIVED FOR PRODUCTION.

Essentially, Park s we will fill ouritime with work; I add that thework which fills Parkins s time may increasingly be of one kind at the
expense of the other. And further, that as pressure for demonstrable produc-
tion increases, the teacher will atrophy the balance by spending increasing
amounts of time on Finite tasks.

*The writing is a Finite task; the considering is the Infinite task.

0 a0Lo
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An,eXample may Illuminate the proposition, Several years ago a middld-size

urban school district decided to select one master teacher for each elementary

school, to free, that teacher frus classroom assignment so this now "resource

teacher" would ho free to assist colleagues on call. these resource teacher

positions were loft relatively unstructured In order to encourage the person

in thi now role to work wherever the need arose--demonstration teaching,

observing, hustling resources for colleagues, tutoring, and generally working

to spread those teaching qualities that got the person chosen as resource

teacher in the first place.

Within five years, the project folio( because the resource teachers had turned

away from their original Infin as and moved into Finite roles; that is,

into roles that could be eas y u -,rstood (and defended)T-friiecessary, by the

amounts of "produce" turned out. esource teachers had become de facto admin-
istraive assistance to their principals, or had become librarians, or any of

several other functions which all had more distinct beginnings and endings.

The impetus behind this transformation was as simple as it was powerful: the

board and the central administration had an interest in the program which was
perceived by the resource teachers (rightly or falsely) as pressure to produce,

to show demonstrable results even if in the form of paperwork. Consequently,

the resource teachers shifted the balance away from the Infinite in favor of

activities that could be "counted."

The education of children (and the inservicing of teachers) is an enterprise

that is extremely susceptible to doubt and uncertainty. Most teachers down

deep wonder if they are as competent (or as inadequate) as their evaluators
perceive them to be. The entire education profession seems to lust after an
objective mechanism.which would make it universally clear what good teaching is

and who the good teachers are. We are currently flirting with so many would-be

mechanisms that the landscape has become very confusing. The common genesis of

direct instruction, research and development efforts in teaching, performance
contracting, achievement testing, the voucher system, competency-based educa-

tion, and other notions too numerous to recall is that they might settle the

questions: What are the essential components of instructional excellence, and
which teachers have mastered them?

if we could step back and observe the dilemma with -detachment, I submit we

would be incredulous. There are perhaps two million teachers devoting their
professional lives to an endeavor about which there is very little certainty.
And there are untold millions mpre citizens who have their own distinct and

individual value positions on what constitutes good teaching. In those pro-

fessions where a worker is dealing with tangible things (air traffic control-

lers,. cabinetmakers, salespeople, et al) it is relatively simple to adjudge

what are the essential components and who has mastered them. Ten randomly

chosen people off the street could examine the quality of a cabinetmaker's

work and be.ltkely to share wide agreement, perhaps even unanimity, on the

issue of apparent quality. Yet, those same ten observers might, lfter observ-

ing a given teacher, come to extremely divergent judgments on the issue of

apparent quality in instruction. It happens often--and not only in the judg-

ment of observers off the street.

n
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()Non this uncertain context In which teaching occurs, It Is predIctohle that
teachers and administrators will begin to search for ways to obJectIvely
establish and validate compete0e, and to demonstrate those resOlt4 to whoiseVer.
it Is they perceive as looklig over their collective shoulders. Thu way most
valued In our culture for OM stratiog a now level of accountability invaria-
bly Uses paperwork and numbers., If we can quantify behaviors and experiences
In the teaching-learning proces , we can presumably cosmenicato them better to
whomever we must account and, firther, the WOW and quantifAed products ofour effort will sotisfy'uveryon that school Children are learning.

---,

Perhaps the greatest danger In our infatuation with the Finite Is that dCLIV-
Itios which can be made Finite take on the appearance of understandable and
simple causality. .Put another way, if we can sue or measure everything in aprocess frois its beginning to terminal outcome, we can understand it, can
replicatedt, and can feel a great sense of accomplishment as it comas out Just
as we had anticipated. The process can become a learned pattern that one can
apply whenever the appropriate cues present themselves. There are countless
worthwhilff applications of this causality notion, some of which may save our
lives, but the advocates of the Finite would prefer to believe that all
teaching/learning endeavors can be recast as Finite. And once quantifiably
recast, it becomes possible to comprehend, describe, evaluate and disseminate
for replication.

Our teacher center recently sponsored a series of training sessions around the
question of discipline for early adolescents. The presenter first convinced a
review panel of teachers that his training was both well-organized and appro-
priate to the topic so we hired him based on the judgment of the review panel.
The evaluations written by teacher participants in the discipline service were
very positive; most indicated that they found the relevance they were looking

j for the the predictive Judgment of the review panel was affirmed. Yet a closer
analysis of the teacher evaluation produces troubling insights which bear
directly on the warning elaborated in the last paragraph--the appearance of
nderstandable and simple causality.

Without question, the topic of discipline in schools is a major concern and
everybody agrees it should somehow be better. Teachers are presently flocking
into classes of the type sponsored by our teacher center to .find out how tq

inCsedoliiYalguoclotclicucllsast= 4:ciii:l7mr7:illi? numbers Off
It igeg Whtoteli.,1': convinced
Fi ite secrets. In the section of our evaluation form which soliCits ideas/
needs teachers have for further training, the most frequent response called for
more tips, more simple causality strategies. The clear feeling embedded in the
comments is that somewhere there exists a relatively simple learnable patterned
response which, once mastered, will prove immediately useful in times ofneed.

An anecdote from childhood will amplify our point. As a wayward high school
student, Jack never did develop what his teachers referred to as "study hab-
its." His older sister obviously had excellent "study habits" because she
spent a lot of time in her room each night and got straight A's. At eight week
intervals (corresponding with-the end of grading per,,S4s and the arrival of re-
port ,cards) Jack.always vowed to look into these t d "study habits," but he
never was able to recognize what he found because he was convinced there was
something else--something magical and Finite--that he didn't yet know how to
do.

4 0
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All inquiries to his sister ended in frustration for both of them. He came
away feeling inadequate that he had not been able to ferret out the secret
to study habits (and restntful that. she refused to share it even within her
own family). His sister went away feeling that he had brushed off her best
attempts to teach Jack the complexities of good study habits. It was a long
time later that he learned there is no trick that one can acquire and there-
after be said to have good study habits. Jack's sister had indeed tried to
acquaint him with the complex of attitudes (like perseverance) and skills (like
outlining), the sum total of which is named "study habits," but he had insisted
there was something more, something clever, and there is not.

The same disappointing truth holds for discipline and for countless other
aspects of teaching/learning. When we learn that a fellow teacher has abso-
lutely no discipline problems in his/her classroom, our first reaction is that
the teacher must possess a Finite strategy we haven't yet acquired. Even as we
question the teacher or observe the class we feel that any minute now it'will
all come clear as the teacher employs the secret we lack. But all we will see
is the same thing we saw when Jack spied on his sister--nothing and everything.
We may be reminded or refreshed about some conventional strategies that we may
presently be using. But while the model teacher can command silence in the

t room by merely lowering her voice, the same trick added onto our repertoire
produces nothing. Alas, the understandable and simple causality we repine for
has eluded us again.

411/E

To resort thus to the Finite is to expect that the process one is tr ng to
control, at least to influence, is simple and unidimensional. In tho ases

where the process is relatively simple and unidimensional, the attr ctive
causality of the Finite strategy is generally very appropriate. We want to
happen; we select-the appropriate strategy; and X happens just as anticipated.
Or, if X doesn't happen this time, we know what prevented it. The process is
almost scientific in its orderly progression and predictability. The appeal of
the Finite is that it promises ultimately to move all of teaching/learning to
such a causal plateau. Or more accurately, the Finite promises to move all the
important elements of teaching/learning into the science of causality. Those
elements which cannot be measured and made discrete will either be diminished
in importance and neglected or will be warped into fitting the paradigm.

The pull toward the Finite explains much of inservice teachers' appetite for
more "hands-on" workshops, idea swaps, make it and take it sessions and for no
more theoretical "ivy-tower" inservice courses. Direct instruction now marches
frontally across the educational landkcape in large part because it has demon-
strated that very quality of understandable and simple causality we all hoped
existed somewhere. To the extent direct instruction works, it definitely has a
place in the instructional repertoire of teachers. My quarrel does not reside
in using Finite strategies at all; it resides instead with the expanding
assumption that all of the significant aspects of the teaching/learning process
are translatable to the Finite. A teacher who succeeds in filling the instruc-
tional day with ever more Finite strategies may be said to have mastered the
science of teaching at the cost of failing the art of teaching.

4
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Assessing Teacher Needs: From Surveys to Dialogue

Marianne Andrews Hung

The heart of a teacher center is its ability to listen creatively to its cli-
ents' messages. Creative listening goes beyond the distribution of a survey.
It is more than a one-way transmission of data. Creative listening occurs when
center staff members pick up the phone or sit down to talk with teachers. As
each person listens to, questions, supports or challenges the other, clients
and staff members are engaged in a dialogue about teacher needs. Each inter-
action involves mutual inquiry and adaptation. Through this process, the
anticipants begin to understand, perhaps even to define, the needs of a

particular teacher. In the realm of teacher centers, needs assessment is less
a function oPinstrumentation than of insight.

In this essay I explore reasons why teacher centers require new forms of needs
assessment. I try to show why traditional searches for "scientific" data just
won't do. My central claim is that the surest access to teacher needs is
through a probing dialogue rather than a passive questionnaire.

Survey Data and Organizational Ends: The Limits of Traditional Needs Assessment

Traditionally, school districts have assessed teacher needs on the basis of two
assumptions, that: (1) merely by asking teachers what they needed on a survey
district administrators could understand staff needs, and (2) the survey data
would yield a common profile of needs which could then be interpreted in terms
of an organizational end. Neither of these assumptions suppOrts the view of
staff development that teacher centers appear to uphold.

The problem with the first assumption is that teachers often ignore surveys,
or, if they do respond to them, the reasoning behind the response is hidden.
My faith in surveys was challenged recently, for example, when only 5 percent
of the teachers in B.E.S.T. center ser4gCe area completed an assessment ques-
tionnaire. Moreover, the returns I did get managed to raise more questions
than they answered. Why, I wondered, did 60 percent of the respondents single
out mainstreaming as a high priority inservice concern, but fewer than 30
percent indicated any preference for a mode Wy which such inservice might be
delivered? Why was the survey return rate so much higher among elementary
school teachers than among secondary teachers? Why did experienced teachers
express a greater interest in inservice than their younger colleagues? On
these subjects the data were silent. My instrument was designed to record
needs--not explore them.

Surveys provide limited access to human needs in any context, but in the school
setting they are especially suspect. There are a number of reasons why
teachers in particular don't complete surveys. Perhaps the most basic answer
is itself a question: Why should they? As'Michael Patton (1978, p. 98) has
observed about needs or goal assessments in general, the staff has probably
played the survey game hundreds of times for principals, school boards, curri-
culum coordinators, university researchers and community groups. Teachers have
rarely seen the benefits of survey research and have often felt that they
appeared "fuzzy minded and inept" to assessors. Some teachers have had too
many outsiders label their needs as defects to feel completely comfortable with
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assessments (Jackson, 1974). Furthermore, teachers who work in'physically and
psychologically threatening environments may develop a "combat mentality"
characterized by secrecy and defensiveness (Shanker, p. 17). If a teacher
feels besieged, she is hardly eager to shame her perceptions on yet another
impersonal assessment device.

More critically, surveys can be faulted for eliciting only the apparent and
readily reducible content of teachers' needs. Surveys are not designed to take
into account that teachers are commonly relunctant to disclose their needs and
that even when the will is there such disclosure may require skills they have
yet to develop. Teachers are no more accustomed than assessors to probing the
less tangible, more complex aspects of their needs. An surveys simply 'do not

promote thoughtful self-diagnosis. Bill Drummond in an Open Letter on Inser-
vice Education" (1975), eloquently reveals the shortcomings of traditional
assessment approaches:

I believe that the ways available to us for communicating
individual needs in teacher education have to be improved.
I know in my own case, given a reasonably secure and
supportive psychological climate, it is still hard for me
to tell someone about what my real needs are. This may be
because I don't know what my real needs are or, perhaps,

because I don't get timely feedback on my work, or because
I don't attend to the feed4ack I do get. PerhaK more
accurately, I'm not used to talking about my needs, and I'm
very hesitant to share much of myself with someone else who
might or might not help me.... My guess is that reluctance
to communicate needs is a condition that is widely shared
in the teaching profession. (pp. 5-6)

Surveys, it seems, are unreliable informants about teacher needs because they
don't help teachers explore them. Surveys are not listening instruments. They
evoke memories of "old style" inservice when few in educational "staff" posi-
tions listened to comments and complaints from teachers in "line" operations.
Rarely was policy contoured to individual teachers' concerns.

The absence of two-way communication reinforced the policymakers' reliance on
the survey as their main assessment instrument. Because no one challenged the
survey's ability to provide authentic individual data, it was easy to accept
the second assumption that the data would yield a general profile of teacher
needs. The preoccupation with need standardization is motivated by the
school's desire for organizational rationality. Efficient planning can best be
accomplished by stripping all employes (including teachers) of their contexts
and their personalities. Teachers become roles or functions--impersonal,
interchangeable parts in the machinery of schooling. Their needs are depicted
as modal responses on standardized questionnaires. This enables schools to
identify teacher needs with organizational ends. If a survey reveals that 80
percent of the staff are concerned about adapting to PL 94-142, the district
has a compelling mandate to organize inservice in this area. Mainstreaming
thus becomes a district goal toward which all available manpower and material
can be mobilized. Although this approach promotes program efficiency and
coherence, it may also-subordinate the needs of individual teachers.

Surveys also impress policymakers because they seem so eminently scientific.
A random sample of teachers can be chosen. Tests of reliability and validity
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can be run. Yet these procedures may have little bearing on the quest to
understand the meaning of teachers' needs. Science seeks to formulate general
laws, laws that are free from the constraints of particular contexts and,
therefore, applicable to all. How fruitful is this kind of context stripping
for learning about human needs? As Elliot Mishler has written:

Our proceduies are aimed at isolating variables from the
personal and sociil contexts in which they operate.
Through factor analysis and scaling procedures, we search
for pure variables, for measures of unitary dimensions that
will not be contaminated by other variables. Ideal mea-
sures are independent, free-standing, orthogonal--that is,
unrelated to measures of other variables. The history of
psychometrics demonstrates that independent and pure
variables exist. It is much less evident that such vari-
ables have brought us any closer to the general laws they
were intended to serve, or to a dee'er understanding of
human action. (Emphasis added.) (pp. 2-3)

By resting on a questionable basis for human understanding, surveys lead to an
impoverished approach to staff development. The kind of data that surveys
furnish suffices to guide discrete and simple inservice offerings, but not the
continuous and complex ideas of development in which teacher centers F1,30
pioneered. Survey data are one-shot, static sources of knowledge. They
assume that teacher needs remain the same--that they can be labeled, filed and
reactivated when the district musters the requisite inservice resources. But
teacher concerns are not inert. They change in quality and intensity. Gene
Hall and his associates at the University of Texas have charted the variability
of teacher attitudes toward innovation, finding that they usually move through
six "stages of concern": from general curiosity, to personal implications, to
management problems, to outcome orientations and, finally, to refocusing the
innovation from a broader perspective. Although this research team uses
surveys as part of their information-gathering equipment, they stress the value
of conversational, or "seat-of-the-pants," assessment as well. They place
stock in open-ended statements of needs, counseling that "care must be taken to
consider the gestalt, the overall flavor of the responses (which often reflect
more than one stage of concern) and not to focus purely on the numbers or
arithmetical averages that result" (Hall and Loucks, 1978, p. 43).

To consider the "gestalt" of a teacher's concern is to attempt an imaginative
reconstruction of it. We do not decode a teacher's need; we interpret it. And
to do this effectively we must know something about context.

Needs Assessment as Creative Listening: Assumptions and Strategies

So far I have critiqued survey assessment on the assumption that needs are
personal reactions to particular environments and are thus hard to capture with
questionnaires. One must appreciate the context in which needs are developed
and expressed to understand them effectively. For example, a teacher's request
for assistance with gifted youngsters might reflect his need to get a teenage
whiz kid to behave more respectfully toward his peers. Another teacher's
request for help with the gifted may reflect a desire for a graduate level
seminar in cognitive psychology. Yet another teacher's request may call for a'
review of new curriculum in elementary science. Surveys seldom reveal the
specific source and direction of a teacher's need.
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In the context of teacher centers, the needs assessor, I suggest, is less
dependent on the data manipulating techniques of the scientists than on the
probing sensitivity of the clinician. This is not to imply that teacher needs
are hidden _in the unconscious and must be uncovered in a mystical therapeutic
exchange. '"The main tool of the needs assessor is the interview, not the couch.
Nonetheless, the assessor must possess the ability to understand the teacher's
need from the teacher' sq.point of view. Like a good Clinician, the assessor
must create an atmosphere of trust so that the client feels free to elaborate
upon his request. Although meaningful educational assessments do not require
the kind of intimacy or emotional disclosure that a counseling session calls
forth, the clinician's ability to focus and refocus on the meaning of an.indI-
vidual's need is highly usefuly in a school setting.

The essence of clinical interviewing is creative listening. Creative listening
has three 'sides: (1) trust building, (2) evoking and clarifying; and (3)
developing clients' observational skills. The last facet is, of course, less
directly related to listening than the other two. But I include it here
because it has to do with aiding a client pinpoint and explain a need more
clearly. It is not a training program in classroom observation (although it
could lead to this), but a personalized discussion about ways to refine self-
diagnosis of professional needs.

Trust-Building

As I indicated earlier, many teachers are, with good reason, ill disposed to
talk about their needs with an assessor. The interviewer must therefore
deliberately seek to create an atmosphere of trust. To do this, she must
exhibit a core ofiempathic behaviors: express a clear statement of purpose
which makes sense)from the teacher's frame'of reference; attend to inter
personal space and to nonverbal signals; use the teacher's name; comment on
personal effect, cultivate a sixth sense about whether to get down to businests
by asking the teacher to tell you about his classes or by firing a more pointed
question. The assessor must make the teacher feel at home and learn when to
harmonize and when to push.

Perhaps the surest way to build trust in the terms of a teacher center is to
highlight the timeliness of the center's response to client needs. In other
words, the client should see that there is an actual payof to the assessment
interview. The end is not simply to understand the teachWs situation but to
improve it. The timeliness of center programs is not always in the assessor's
control. But she can help, recreate the immediacy of the client's need to
center staff. Or, in the cases where the need is more long-term and less
pressing, the assessor can relay this. In either case, learning about the
client's response requirements is crucial.

The assessor may, also wish to follow-up on the center's response with a query
about its effectiveness from the standpoint of the client. This may provide
insight into the evolving nature of a teacher's need, feed into the internal
evaluation processand assure the client that the center's interest is genuine.
Trust involves a relationship and not just a meeting. It is sustained in an
ongoing dialogue.

t
A
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Evoking and Clai-ifyinq

A teacher's initial statement of need commonly conceals as much as it reveals.; :c
It is often ambiguous. For example, a teacher may indicate that she needs Ai
Practical help in improving her students' reading skills. Is the problem in
class management, that is, are the students not attending sufficiently to the
reading tasks? Or is the curriculum poorly designed or inappropriate for this
particular type of class? Are all the students having trouble with reading or
is it just a few indiviOpals? Does the teacher require a systematic retrain-
ing, perhaps including university courses, or helpful hints from a colleague
down the hall? The needs assessor must unravel these issues. She must probe
for specific information about the origin of the need and about the solution
requirements of the client. This does not mean that the assessor must auto-
matically ask a series of probing questions. If a teacher says she needs five
extra biology books for her third period class or that she needs to learn how
to operate the new film'projector the assessor would appear both foolish and
condescending to question her in-depth. Some needs are straightforward. But
in many, if not most, cases teachers heed to talk with someone about their
requests rather than simply to state them. A dialogue helps the teacher know
what she needs most essentially.

Interviewers often fail to evoke the kind of responses from clients they wish
pecause they have a hidden agenda for the interview--they are looking for
Ceilain answers and try to guide the teacher to them. Most beginning journal-
ists, for example, greet the unexpected with impatience and respond to a
divergent answer with renewed determination to stick to the next prepared
question (Metzler, 1977). So many of us make interviewing stressful because we
abandon our natural curiosity instead of abandoning ourselves to it.

All this adds up to a major misconception about interviewing: that people
exist to supply investigators with information. The typical social science
interview is less a dialogue than an issue of direct orders: Here are five
cards containing statements of possible reactions to situation X. Choose the
card that most nearly describes your reaction, and so on. One offshoot of the
insistence upon controlled data collection is that interviewers come armed with
prepared questionnaires-/a practict4 according to newsmen, that can be counted

'`on to -stifle conversation. This inflexible interview style usually carries
with it other obstacles to creative dialogue. Chief among them are: failure
to explain the interview's purpose; inadequate knowledge about the client or
the context--with expectations that she has nothing better to do than fill you
in, overuse of generalities at the expense of concrete detail; categorizing
clients before talking to them; and the most insidious shortcoming of all,
inattention to what clients say. Practices such as these destroy trust.

Creative listening is an active process that allows for data collection to
build and contour itself to what people are saying. Interviewing, the chief
format for creative listening in needs assessment, is open-ended and explora-
tory. It is structured but not standardized (Wolf, 1979). Through the inter-
view the assessor helps -the client sharpen his insights about professional
needs and crystallize his expectations for assistance.



Developing Clients' ObSer'vational,Skills

In asking teachers to clarify their needs assessors may find that many teachers
lack the kind of- specific data necessary to respond. This is not to fault
teachers. 'Systematic

ry

tic data Collettion is rajely part of a teacher's training.
Moreover, a teacher',s day is so busy thatthere seems little time for classroom
research; But a certain amount of data is helpful', if not indispensable, in
understanding a teather's need and in designing a response to it. For example,
a teacher ma); say that he has trouble'leading class discussions.. The kids seem
to lose interest or; et off the track, he confides. The assessor would want to
know more about the context in,,which,Ithese discussions take place. Do all
discussions bog dowil, or only those ill a given topic orton kgiven day (Friday
afternoons, Just before lunch, Monday morning, etc.)? Are the discussions
based on homework readings, on 'Class presentations, or what? Who are the
students who first get distracted? How does this affect the others? The
assessor can assist the teacher io take data on these questiohs. There are
literally dozeni of observational systems. that can be adapted for most class-
room purposes (see, for example, Good and Brophy, 1978; Hansen and Acheson,
1977; and Hymah,'1974). It is beyond the scope of this essay to review speci-
fic observational approaches. , A.needs assessor should be conversant with at
least the main sources of these approaches so that she can recommend techniques
for particular teachers. The assessor may be unable, to conduct observations
herself, but she should'help the client arrange for peer observers or provide
suggestions for using students as observers. The role of the assessor is not
to demand data, but to help the client-develop it.

In urging needs assessors to assist teachers id systematic observation I am in
effect advocating a more scientific ,appr'oach' to, need clarification. This may
seem ironic in light of my critique of traditional "scientific" surveys.

However, in the best sense of the tern`, science refers to disciplined and
careful observation, not merely the use of a standardized instrument. As
Abraham Kaplan (1964) has written:4

It is this deliberatenessAnd control of the process of
observation that is distinctive of science, not merely the
use of special instruments (important as they are)... Tycho
Brahe was- one of the. greatest of astronomical observers
though he had no telescope; Darwin also relied heavily on
the naked eye; De Toqueville was a superb observer without
any of the data gathering devices,of contemporary social
research. (p. 126) .

Perhaps needs assessors'., greatest contribution 4.0 teacher will be their
help in enabling teachers to become better observers and analysts of their own
situation. As Lindblom and Cohen have suggested in a regent book on social
science and social problem solving (1979), the informed public already uses
many of the same Methods of speculation, definition, hypothesis formation and
verification that professional Scientists use. Social 'scientists use these
methods more skillfully and rigorously,,,but the methods remain essentially the
same. Aiding teachers to observe their classes more systematically does not
entail transforming the thinking patterns of ordinary teachers. -Teachers
already engage in observation and reflection. The point is to empower them to
perform these functions more sk)11fut4y,..,

6
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Conclusion

The first part of this essay, pointed out the problems in relying on the survey
to understand the needs of teachers. Teachers generally don't like to fill out
surveys and often ignore them. Moreover, surveys, even when completed, yield
superficial Or incomplete knowledge. Surveys listen mechanically, not crea-
tively. Needs assessment involves a relationship between the center staff and
its clients. Interviews must be used which establish trust, promote clarity,
and develop observational skills. The participatory and responsive ethic of
the teacher center program must inform its needs assessment approach.

This is not to say that surveys should never be used. One of the functions of
surveys might be to verify the conclusions drawn from interviews about the
collective needs of teachers in a given area. Teacher centers in the Northwest
do not deal exclusively on a one-to-one basis with clients. Workshops and
courses are often designed in response to a general teacher need. To zero in
on group needs, a series of interviews can be conducted, perhaps with a random
sample of teachers. The assessor would look for recurring regularities among
the interview data and then design a survey to check these regularities against
a larger population. In this way the survey questions may reflect a vital
concern of teachers, and the results would prove more useful.

Teacher centers require valid and workable definitions of teacher needs.
Towards this end, needs assessors must cultivate the skills of the clinician as
well as the researcher. They must take care to learn from their clients and
also to teach them. Indeed, in sharpening observation and communication skills
in teachers, needs assessment may itself evolve into a major staff development
process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Newly formed teacher center policy boards are faced, all newly
constituted governance bodies, with the task of or nizing t elves
into effectively functioning decision-making groups. Often, however, the
difficult task of initial organization is further complicated by the t
that few alternative models exist for policy boards. In the abseric
of qualitatively different models and feeling pressured to make the
necessary organizational decisions as expeditiously as possible, many
'youthful' boards rely heavily on the one model with which most of us are
familiar, i.e., the traditional school board model.

By relying on the traditional school board model and adopting many of
it's particulars, a new policy board can, in fact, make certain important
operational decisions by default. For example, parlimentary procedure
might be adopted with little or no discussion, the assumption of majority
vote as the board's decision-making mode may be viewed by board members
as fait accompli, and the powers and responsibilities of the chairperson
might frequently go unstated.

While the traditional school board model Is certainly appropriate for
certain governance bodies, it does not necessarily follow that such a
model is appropriate for teacher center policy boards. Quite to the
contrary: the traditional school board model has a number of noteworthy
liabilities which makes its usefulness to teacher center policy boards
highly questionable.

The remainder of this documentation report will focus on two such liabil-
ities and describe a process which is currently being employed to assist
the Bethel-Eugene-Springfield Teacher (B.E.S.T.) Center Policy Board in
developing what, in my judgment, is a qualitatively new way of operating
and deciding.

II. THE TRADITIONAL BOARD MODEL: TWO PITFALLS 11

At the most basic level, the procedures that a policy board adopts are
intended to assist members in managing their differences and making
decisions in a productive, efficient and satisfying manner. Perhaps,
then, the two most important decisions a new board must make are: (I)
deciding how to decide, i.e., selecting a decision-making mode, and (2)
deciding how to manage their differences.

A. Deciding How to Decide: The Voting Model

The voting model, which is used almost universally by governance
bodies, has known assets, e.g., expediency. However, more and more
is known about the liabilities associated with its use. When com-
pared to decision-making alternatives which stress collaboration,
e.g., the consensus decision-making mode, decisions made by majority
vote are more likely to suffer from some of the following conditions:

1. a decision which has been made after considering only one or two
alternatives,

r-i
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vdecition'which has not been.fully debated becaue key minority.
'positions have been withheld; 1.e., censored;
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.4. 'a decision which is not understood by all members;
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5. a decision which isnot accepted and/or supported by all membe;141
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6. a decision, for the reasons elaborated above, which is of limited
'quality.'
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If a policy board is concerned with preventing some of these poten-
tial problems, it would be wise to explore alternative decision-
making modes which stress collaboration rather than the traditionally
more competitive nature of voting modes. One, word of caution,
however. The use of an alternative decision-making mode- such as
consensus does not necessarily assure that decisions will be of
higher quality, better understood or more widely supported by board
members. It merely means that there exists a greater likelihood of
such being the case.

B. Managing Differences: Win-Lose Approaches

Conflict, surely one of the most human experiences is an inherent and
ineradicable factor in any organizational or interpersonal setting.
The basic conflict in any group setting derives from the fact that
individuals bring to the group their own self-interests. As an
individual attempts to operate within the group setting she/he is
continually confronted with the delemma of choice between concerns of
autonomy, i.e., pursuing one's own self-interests, and concerns of
interdependence, i.e., pursuing the common good of the group. When
the individual's own self-interest is in opposition with the inter-
ests, values, expectations, goals and ideas of others, conf t
exists!

The potential for conflict seems even greater for teacher center
policy boards sincezmembers are intentionally selected to represent
a variety of potentially conflicting constituency groups, e.g.,
teachers, administrators and school boards. An individual policy
board member has both his/her own good and the constituency group's
self-interest to consider. The possibilities for conflict between
the individual who owns self, as well as internalized constituent
group interests, and other board members are dramatically increased.
This enlarged problem of self-interests places additional demands on
each board member, which only serves to exacerbate a situation
already filled with conflict possibilities. Each individual is
placed in a situation, by working directly with other board members,
where inevitable differences in values, expectations and goals will
become manifest as interpersonal and intragroup conflicts.

t7. o
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Now a teacher center policy board chooses to manage the conflicts
between its members seems a crucial consideration. There exists a
'variety of strategies for managing conflict, each with its costs and
benefits. Most policy boards, however, seem to rely heavily on
win -lose competitive approaches.

In this respect, boards are in no way unique. We as.a culture seem
to be 'socially illiterate' in that we have limited vocabulary,
processes and skills for creatively analyzing and solving social
problems in ways that do not victimize or diminish others. Our
available repertoire of conflict management strategies has been, and
to a great extent continues to be, limited to a related family of
competitive, win-lose approaches.

Win-lose competitive strategies (i.e., interactions designed to
prevent or produce some outcome against the resistance of another)
have numerous negative and escalating effects on groups. Some of the
'costs' of relying on such strategies for managing differences are
particularly sighificant for teacher center policy boards and are
highlighted below.

1. The goal of winning the conflict becomes primary, supplementing
or supplanting the original conflict of interest;

2. groups or individuals in this escalating process of competition ,

2 ;1 distort the perception and judgment of their own and the
others' work;

2.2 are relatively blind to points of commonality between their
own and the others' positions;

2.3 reduce, distort and/or censor communication with the other,
party;

2.4 increasingly destruct and suspect the motives of the other
individual or group;

2.5 increasingly disassociate themselves from the other, empha-
sizing differences; and

2.6 escalate hostilities or attacks directed toward their
opponent;

3. during the_course of destructive conflict, expansion occurs along
various dimensions of the conflict, e.g., the size and number of
the issues involved and the number of persons implicated on each
side of the issue;

4. finally, if the escalation continues, efforts to make threats
credible take the form of brinkmanship tactics designed to
convince the opponent that one is serious about carrying through
on a threat.
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If this scenario were not enough, a final cost of the win-lose
sErategy seems particularly relevant to teacher center policy boards
since their members are selected to represent a variety of constitu-
ency groups. Rep tatives, selected by their respective groups,
to represent a constitu position, are pressured to engage in
win-lose tactics and, in fac , re rewarded for doing so. Constitu-
ent groups often want their representative to reptort victory, not
mere problem solving. Represepta4res' loyalty to their group's
position replaces the exercise of logic and problem solving. Each,
as a representative, is not free to act in accord with the 'facts' or
even engage in compromise. For to do so would be interpreted by
their group as bringing defeat.

While the scenario of conflict escalation as described in the pre-
vious discussion is certainly extreme, it, unfortunately, is not the
exception ih actual practice. Too often conflicts between olicy
board members or subgroups of the board escalate in the mann
described.

III. A QUALITATIVELY NEW WAY OF INTERACTING: COLLABORATION VS. COMPETITION

How can a policy board avoid the two pitfalls of traditional boards as
previously described, i.e., employing a voting decision-making mode and
relying on win-lose competitive strategies for managing differences
between board members? In my judgment, collaboration, the willingness to
align one's own purposes with those of diverse others and to negotiate
mutually acceptable outcomes, offsets a number of the known liabilities
of competitive approaches. For example,

I. In groups using collaboraive processes, e.g., consensus decision-
making, communication tends to be more open, accurate and com-
plete; there exists an increased sensitivity to commonalities;
attitudes toward others are more trusting; a mutual orientation
to the problem exists; and there exists a commitment to seek a
mutually satisfactory solution.

2. Groups in conflict, using collaborative techniques, achieve
higher quality, integrative and creative solutions than groups
relying on competitive strategies.

P

3. The decisions of groups using collaborative strategies tend to
be better understood by group members and more widely supported.

4. Groups using ccIfTaborative techniques generally are able to out-
perform even its own best individual resource.

Z.

5. Compared with competitively organized groups, collaborative
groups are characterized by stronger individual motivation to
complete the group task, stronger feelings of obligation toward
other members, and greater satisfaction with the group and its
products.

Although these are only some of the frequently Mentioned and observed as-
sets of collaborative decision-making and conflict resolution strategies
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in gr6ups, they seem sufficient reason for teacher center policy boards
to carefully explore and, if deemed appropriate, become skilled in
collaborative processes.

What follows is a description of a training program designed to assist
one teacher center policy board in increasing its capacity to interact,
decide and manage its differences collaboratively.

IV. B.E.S.T. CENTER POLICY BOARD TRAINING PROGRAM

Before describing the on-going board training program being .employed
with the B.E.S.T. Center Policy Board, one word of caution is in order.
The description of the program, as proposed and actually implemented,
is written exclusively from my (i.e., the consultant's) perspective.
Although every effort has been made to accurately represent the board
training program, a true understanding of the process can only be 4

achieved through a synthesis of the director's, board members' and my
perceptions of the process.

A. The Training Process: Getting Started

I was contacted by the director of B.E.S.T. Center and asked to
discuss possible board training activities and, if interested, submit
a proposal outlining the goals and content of such training. During
our initial meeting, the history of the center was reviewed, current
board practices were described, current as well as anticipated board
problems were identified from the director's perspeCtive and possible
training alternatives were discussed.

B. The Training Process: As Proposed

An original proposal, delineating three training phases, was sub-
mitted to the board for their review. Phase I of the proposed
training program outlined diagnostic/needs assessment activities;
Phase II, proposed training activities and sequencing; and Phase III,
follow-up training and consultation activities.

After some discussion, the board suggested modifying the proposal by
essentially eliminating Phase I. As originally proposed, Phase I
specified four to six weeks of diagnostic activity designed to assist
both the consultant and the board in determining training needs. The
suggested diagnostic activities included consultant observation of
two to three board meetings and board self-assessment of its own
perceived effectiveness and problems. In discussing this phase of
the proposed training, however, board members indicated that suffi-
cient needs assessment information was already available. More
specifically, members indicated the need to (1) develop skills in
consensus decision-making, (2) develop operational agreements, and
(3) develop policy in a variety of pressing areas.

Given that bgard training needs were apparent to board members, it

wAs recommerded that a modified proposal be resubmitted at the
board's next meeting.
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C. Training Process: As Modified and Approved

1. The Goals. The final proposal, as approved by the policy board,
described a training program designed to assist the board in

1.1 improving its continous adaptive planning or self-renewal
skills,

1.2 using qualitatively different ways tomake quality decisions
in an efficient manner and in ways which are satisfying to

board members,

1.3 assuming proactive (versus reactive) postures for dealing
with anticipated group, interpersonal and organizational
problems,

1.4 developing skills in ways to depersonalize problem solving
and achieve integrative versus win-lose solutions to con-
flict, and

1.5 developing a qualitatively different model for how teachers,
administrators and school board members can interact.

Of the stared goals, the first goal, relating to self-renewal capa-
bilities, was and continues to be the most important. The intended
purpose of all proposed board training activities was to help the
board develop their own self-renewal capabilities. Although the
terminology used to describe the process of self-renewal might vary,
e.g., adaptive, regenerative or norphogenetic, the descriptions of
the process itself are remarkably similar. For example, one author,
Warren Bennis, in describing the process suggests that self-renewal
is the ability to .

a. learn from experience and to codify, store and retrieve the
relevant information,

b. learn how to learn--that is, to develop methods for improving
the learning process,

c. acquire and use feedback mechanisms on performance--in short,
to be self-analytical, and

du direct one's own destiny.

2. The Training Model. The proposed training program was based on a
training model which is described in the literature as a 'normative
re-educative' strategy. It is based on the assumption that norms are
the basis for individual's and group's behavior. Change, therefore,
comes through a re-education process in which old ways of interacting
and behaving are examined and often discarded and supplanted by new
forms for behavior.

Using this training the client, i.e., the B.E.S.T. Center Policy
Board, would examine established norms, decide on needed Changes and
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implement improvement ideas. The consultant would facilitate the
process by which this is accomplished, e.g., the consultant would
intervene in a collaborative way with the client to mutually define
problems and seek solutions, anything hindering effective group
problem solving/decision-making would be applied where appropriate.

3. More About the Consultant's Role. The roles that a consultant
assumes in any training program are intended to assist the client in
achieving the overall training goals. In the case of the training
program for the B.E.S.T. Center Policy Board, certain roles were
deemed to be more appropriate than others. Specifically, one
primary role, i.e., process consultation, and two related but secon-
dary roles were emphasized.

The primary role which I planned to emphasize was that of process
consultation. In assuming this role I hoped to help the clients
better perceive, understand and act upon the various process events
which ocur in their environment. As a process consultant, I would
assist the clie t in becoming aware of how they behave and interact,
aspects of th r group's culture/norms and choices they have for
changing in t ese areas.

In addition to the primary role of process consultant, two secondary
yet related roles seemed appropriate. First, I envisioned assuming
the role of educator/trainer at times. Given the board's needs for
skill development, I would design and conduct skill training activi-
ties in a variety of areas, e.g., consensus decision-making, conflict
management and win-win problem solving methods. Second, it seemed
appropriate that at times I assume the role of process advocate. In

this role I might offer suggestions regarding methodologies/processes
the board might consider adopting. While such process suggestions
would be made as a means of expanding the board's awareness alterna-
tives, they would not be intended to influence, the content of the
board's decision-making activities.

4. The Proposed Training Activities. The proposed board training pro-
gram consisted of three primary strategies, i.e., observation/
debriefing-planding/feedback cyc%s, the critical planning group
(CPG) and board training workshops. Each component will be described
in some detail.

a. Observation/Debriefing-Planning/Feedback Cycles - The cycle, not
too surprisingly, contained three parts. First, I planne
observe one board meeting a month, intervening only when appro-
priate and in a manner designed to help the board relec on how
it was operating and how it could improve its effectiveness.
Second, shortly after each meeting, I would meet with members of
IFTUG, a group composed of the director, board chairperson and
other board representatives, to debrief the meeting further and
plan what might be done to improve future meetings. And third, I

would then Summarize my observations, critical informatigiTrom
the CPG's debrief, and recommendations for improved group effec-
tiveness and feed it back to the board prior to the next meeting.
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Five of these cycles were proposed as part of Phase II training
activities.

b. The Critical Planning Group (CPG) - Although the CPG was briefly
described in the previous discussion, it deserves further atten-
tion.

The CPG was an attempt on my part to build what is commonly
referred to as the 'inside/outside' team. The team, composed of
myself as the 'outside' consultant and the 'inside' policy board
members, was to function interdependently on such tasks as:

(1) assessing needs and problems,

(2) identifyihg alternative ways to improve board effectiveness,

(3) evaluating the success of improvement efforts, and

(4) designing the board training workshops.

It was my hope that in so doing, the likelihood of the board
freely choosing and becoming committed to the goals and training
activities would increase..

The CPG was also viewed by me as an opportunity to decrease the
board's reliance on me, as the outside consultant /'expert,' and
thereby increase its confidence in its own self-renewal capabil-
ities, i.e., the board's abflity to regularly monitor and improve
its effectiveness.

c. The Board Training Workshops - As originally proposed, two all-
day board training workshops were envisioned as part of the
overall training program, The first workshop was intended to
help the board develop operational agreements, develop needed
policy and increase their skills in consensus decision-making.
The second workshop was described as an opportunity for the board
to focus on emerging issues, i.e., policy and process needs which
became increasingly apparent to both the board members and myself
over the course of the training.

D. ThLraining Process: As It Actually Happened

I. The Process Observation Role. I observed four, one less than the
proposed five, meetings and within the week debriefed the meetings
with the CPG.

Although the original proposal specified process interventions on my
part, in practice this was not the case. Rather than intervening
during the board meeting, I deferred sharing my observations and
recommendations until the CPG meeting. The reason for this was
threefold. First, direct interventions during the actual board
meeting were generally unnecessary and would have only disrupted the
flow of the meeting. Second, direct interventions on my part could
have diluted the chairperson's and director's responsibility for
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directing the meeting. And third, direct interventions might have
preempted policy board memberiVOM making similar interventions and
reinforced the board's reliance on me as the 'outside' consultant for
all process interventions.

In retrospect, the process observation role, as actually performed
seems preferable to the role as originally proposed. In addition to
the reasons_ delineated above, B.E.S.T. Center Policy Board members,
in my judgment, possessed and demonstrated a higher degree of pro-
ficiency in group process skills than is the case with most gover-
nance bodies with which I have had experiences as a consultant. With
another, less skilled board the direct intervention process consul-
tant role might be more appropriate.

2. The Critical Planning Group. -I met with the critical planning group
on six occasions to debrief previous board meetings.

In practice, the function of the CPG seemed consistent with the
proposed model. The group, composed of the director, chairperson and
one to three other policy board members, met and generally followed a
similar format. Although the debriefing format was never explicitly
stated, or in fact agreed to, the usual process was to:

First, identify what we wanted to accomplish with the CPG
meeting and establish an agenda;

Second, debrief the previous board meeting by sharing our
ObiiiVations about what seemed to go well and apparent problems
during the.mgeting.

Third, discuss alternative ways to counteract and/or avoid the
17,71-55Tems;

Fourth, select, when deemed appropriate, one or two of the
alternatives for improving meeting effectiveness which would be
applied at a subsequent board meeting; and

Fifth, identify one or two points, referred to as learning
points which would be fed back to the board at the next meeting.
The use of learning points will be explained in greater depth in
a section of this documentation report which follows.

While it is not feasible to describe the CPG's activities in detail,
a brief documentation of one such CPG debriefing might prove in-
sightful to the reader. During the second CPG meeting the following
issues were discussed:

a. CPG members indicated that the difficulty the board seemed to
have in deciding an appropriate role for liaison members high-
lighted the need for policy development and a clearer distinction
between policy and administrative functions.

b. The director solicited ideas about ways to improve board discus-
sion on his proposals /recommendations.

r)
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c. The problem of two members interacting in a dysfunctional and
disruptive manner was discussed as well as ideas for resolving
the problem.

4

d. The chairperson asked 'the group's assistance in finding ways to
confront off-task behaviors in a constructive manner.

e. The CPG members note that participation during the second meeting
was significantly better than at the previous meeting, e.g., more
policy board members participated and fewer dominated.

f. Members expressed a concern about the apparent lack of humor and
perceived formality which characterized the meeting' and discussed
ways to balance the concerns of productivity and efficiency with
concerns for group climate/atmosphere.

g. The need to more clears differentiate the director's and chair.;
persons' responsibility for directing the meeting was discussed.

h. Members expressed concerns with the 'nit-picking' behaviors of
some policy board members. I introduced the importance of
disagreement and suggested that the board might consider develop-
ing operational agreements which would encourage and 169itimiti#
disagreement.

-11

i. The director and chairperson described the initiation of a pre-',
boad meeting planning session. which they had judged to be
cessful. . .1

,
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lion items.
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Thus far, approximately twenty learning points have been shared with

the group. The following nine are included as examples:

'a. SOLUTION VALENCE:

Solution valence is the strong attraction 'toward the first
available solution which sounds reasonable. Effective groups
resist the attraction of the first possible solution and generate
other solutions before choosing.

b. SOLUTION REQUIREMENTS:

Effective groups first find out what are people's key require..
ments for any important decision or solution; then may delegate
the drafting task to a smaller group.

c. "WIN-WIN" RULES vs. "WIN-LOSE" RULES:

Wherever possible, groups should avoid "either - or" solutions.
Instead, the group aims toward solutions which more nearly meet
the needs expressed by both sides.

d. SOLUTION-SHAPING vs. PEOPLE-SHAPING:

Effective groups focus on how we might change the proposed
solution to achieve a person's support - rather than trying to
pressure embers to "go along" or "agree."

e. USING TIME LIMITS:

A group agreement regarding time limits for agenda items is
usually intended to help the group get their work done in a
timely fashion. The suggested time limits merely serve as
'guesstimates' and should be treated as such, not as non-
negotiable givens.

While not ignoring suggested limits, an effective group tends
to view them as rather 'supple' guidelines. The group's mem-
bers understand that time limits will often be under- or over-
estimated, and are quick to renegotiate them when needed. The

timekeeper, as well as any other member, can....

(1) wait until "a natural break in the flow of the discussion
-a-Fa-remind the group about a time limit, e.g., "We have
exceeded the 10 Finutes we gave to this discussion. It is

apparent to me that the discussion is important to us and I
suggest we extend the time limit for 10 more minutes,"

(2) anticipate that a time limit has been underestimated and
take the initiative to get the group to renegotiate the
limit, e.g., "Although we are only into our discussion of
this item 15 minutes, it appears to me that the original
allotment of 30 minutes will be insufficient. Unless some

others see it differently, I would suggest we be realistic

and extend the limit to one hour,"oor
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(3) use the limits as a way to stimulate evaluation.of the
group's effectiveness, e.g.-7Ne have gone Riond the
suggested time for this item, are we satisfied with the pace
of Our discussion? If so, do we want to eqend the time?
If not, how could we improve our discussion?" .... or ...."
WO'have gone beyond the suggested time for this item. What
accounts for this?

Finally, when a group rather consistently underestimates time
limits, then it might consider 'pausing' to examine some of the
possible reasons, e.g., unrealf-stic time limits, outcomes not
specified/clear, dysfunctional group processes andior inter-
personal dynamics.

f. MEMBERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES:

Another characteristic of an effective group is that all members,
not only the chairperson, timekeeper or process observer, assume
the responsibility, at different times, for reminding the group
about it's agreements and, when necessary, taking action to
enforce those agreements.,

COUNTERACTING DOMINATION:

Effective groups tend to treat domination or low participation by
its members as a group vs. an individual problem.

When, for example, an individual(s) is dominating a discussion,
members of the group will initially view such a symptom of a
possible group problem rather than viewing it as that pa icular
person's problem. The group understands that dominati can
happen when outcomes for a discussion have not been specifi% or
clarified, an individual's contributions are ignored and not
'captured,' or when techniques to improve participation have been
ignored. When domination occurs, the group attempts to discover
possible reasons and takes steps to counteract, avoid and/or
reduce domination, e.g.,

,,,.)

(1) specify outcomes for discussion and decision items,

(2) let a person know she/he has been heard by employing para-
phrasing or some other way of acknowledgement,

(3) 'capture' what has been said on newsprint, blackboard, etc.,

(4) structure the group to improve participation by using buzz
groups, small groups, surveys, nominal grouping techniques,
etc.,

don't assume...check it out with another person to find
out why they have been participating, or for that matter
dominating,

(6) encourage the group to regularly evaluate its effectiveness
and discuss ways to improve, and

9

(5)
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(7) conftioi the person about his/her behavior...at the break,
after,t the meeting or during the mooting.

i ,i 1

h. ORIENTING .NEW MEMBERS:

When , 11 newlmember(s) is added to the group, it is, for all prac,
ticaIpurposes, a new group!

New emb r 'tomo any group usually grapple with such issues as:
Will I beii eluded in this group? Will my ideas be valued? What
amount of nfluence will I have with this group? Will the ways
this 'group operates be consistent .Tfth my needs and values?
etc.

Effective groups recognize the concerns of new members and tend
to 'meet the person halfway' vs. demanding that she/he join the
'group's terms' exclusively, i.e., the group takes the steps
needed tofresha e how it o erates to incor orate the needs of the.
new member. e t e constant process o a apt ng to new
members can be frustrating to 'established' group members, it is
essentialnew members are to become fully functioning and
productivemeMbers. The observations and ideas of a new member
are listened ;to and responded to nondefenstvely, the group's
established-ways of operating are considered negotiable and the
group adjuitsto accommodate the needs of its new member.

II,

i. THE INTERPERSONAL GAP:

The interpersonal gap, the discrepancy between what the person
communicating intended and how another person understands the
communication, can be bridged by

BRIDGING THE INTERPERSONAL GAP

AS A COMMUNICATOR

don't assume that you have been
understood; when it is important,
check to see what people understood
you to be saying

when sharing your ideas and/or feelings
attempt to be specific, use concrete
and recent examples to exemplify your
point, and own your message by using
"I statements"

be assertive about communicating your
needs and expectations; be explicit
about your intentions,...don't assume
the other person will accurately
interpet implied or inferred messages

f
+../ 6

AS A LISTENER

don't assume that you understand;
checkout your understanding by
paraphrasing when appropriate,
sharing your interpretation of
what was said, or by describing
the impact of the other person's
actions/behavior on you

don't assume that you understand
a person's nonverbal behaviors
either; describe what you see and
check out your perception to
discover how accurate your inter-
pretation of her/his nonverbal
behavior was
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if you find yourself making infer-
ences based on what a person did
or said, it might prove helpful
to chock them eut with the person
before assugiindthat your infer-
ences are turd°

when you find yourself immediately
disagreeing with what a person is
sAying, make sure that you under-
stand before you 'leap' to
indicate your disagreement

In knumber of cases, learning points have been reproduced in
a form, e.g, tagboard, such that they ca be used as visual
reminders to board members about certain ke group And/or inter-
personal effectivenes behaviors. These productions of the
learning points are actually posted during bo rd meetings so that
they may be referred to when needed.

4. The Board Training Workshops: Workshop #1. The initial board
training workshop, an all day and evening session, was held after,
one complete observation/debriefing-planning/feedback cycle was com-
pleted. The general design for this .workshop was planned coopera-
tively by myself and the CPG. I, however, took responsibility for
finalizing the specific training design.

rt

.The workshop had two basic themes: 'becoming proactive versus reactive
and being explicit versus implicit. With reference to the first
theme, the workshop was designed to help board members (1) anticipate
future policy needs, (2) forecast potential group and/or interper-
sonal problems which might inhibit board,effectiveness, (3) take the
initiative in planning how to address future policy needs, and (4)
take the initiative in deciding how to either prevent or deal with
anticipated group problems. Regarding the second major theme, i.e.,
being explicit versus implicit, the workshop was intended to assist
4he board in being explicit about what was expected of members and
preferred operational proced res.

Without going into considerable tail regarding the specifics of the
workshop itself, let me describe hat, in my judgment, were the two
major accomplishments.

The first major accomplishment wa the development of a process for
developing needed policy. During the course of the day, board
members successfully drafted and tentatively adopted policy in five
areas, e.g., teacher center purpose, director responsibilities and
needs assessment and evalution procedures: While this was an impor-
tant accomplishment, in that it satisfied some immediate needs,
perhaps more important was that the board experienced a process for
developing policy which they could, and in fact did, subsequently use
to address emerging policy needs. That policy development. process
incorporated ten steps:

(1) As a homework assignment, board members were asked to
reflect back on previous meetings and identify where stated

fi0 l
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policy would have proven helpful. At the sane OM, they
were asked to anticipate future agenda items and identify
where stated policy might prove useful.

(2) 1 summarized the Individual work of each board members into
a list of Commonly perceived policy needs.

At the workshop, the summarized list of policy needs was
reviewed, additions were made Mid the final list was prior-
itized into areas requiring immediate action, areas whore
action was desired but could he deferred until the need
became more apparent.

(4) Four small interest groups were formed, each to work at

drafting policy in one of the top four priority areas.

(5) After the small groups formed, I introduced the concept of
solution requirements (see learning point .#2). The large
group then brainstormed solution requirements for each of
the four areas while each small .group recorded the solution,
requirements relevant to their particular policy area.

(6) I then reviewed the charge to the small groups. They were.
to attempt to draft a policy statement which incorporated as
ma of the solution requirements as possible (preferably
all).).

(3)

(7) Small groups then drafted each of their policy statements.

(8) Upon completion of the policy drafts, I reviewed a process
with the full board which I thought would expedite the
adoption process. I introduced the learning point on the
win-win versus win-lose rule and solution versus people
shaping (see learning points #3 and 4) and modelled how they
might be used to help groups achieve consensus decisions
and, thereby, avoid widblose struggles.

(9) After reviewing the learning points, each small group
reviewed its proposed draft with the entire board, using the
win-win rule and solution shaping techniques where appro-
priate. The four proposed drafts were reviewed, in every
case modified and tentatively adopted with a minimum amount
of inefficiency and 'nit-picking.'

(10) The tentatively 'approved policy statements were given to the
director for minor editing, with the understanding that the
policy board would review, and formally adopt the statements
at the next regular board meeting.

The second major accomplishment of the first board training workshop
was the adoption of group agreements. Group agreements are explicit
statements _about what members expect of each other and their prefer-
ences regarding board operational procedures. After reviewing the
concept of group agreements with the board, we used a process similar
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to that described for the policy development activity to develop the
following group agreements;

I. A quorum required to conduct business shall consist of 60 percent of
the board membership (at least 9 members).

2. Board members who expect to be absent will notify the director as
soon as possible.

3. If a board member is not in attendance (late, absent, leave early),
it shall be his/her responsibility to:

a. Accept decisions made by quorum
b. Obtain info nation missed
c. Have their position represented by a present board member

4. Board members will have no alternates.

. Consenus:
4 '

problem is presented to'group

b. Solution requirementsome discussed

c. Group attempts to identify alternative solutions and find one
that all can accept

d. Group areas to vote if a consensus solution not possible

e. Majority vote for decision constitutes 2/3 of voting members

6. The critical planning group will establish time constraints for each
item on the agenda. The group will designate a timekeeper who will
be responsible for informing group of need to reach closure or extend
time limits.

7. Information items will be mailed to policy board members at the dis-
cretion of the director. Members have the responsibility to contact
the director if they have questions or concerns. Items for action
will include a written description ofthe item.

8. Member, including the chair, when they are concerned'about how a
meeting is going, e.g.:

a. off task behavior
b. members being "plopped"
c. put-downs
d. individual domination
e. individual blocking, or
f. nonsupportive behaviors, verbal or nonverbal

will bring that concern to the attention of the group stating what
behaviors might'be helpful and will bring group back to task.

At the conclusion of the workshop, board members evaluated the day's
training activities and reported overall satisfaction with the
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outcomes. Specifically, webers indicatelk,positive feelings about
(I) the group's productivity, (0 the uasu with which the group
Interacted, (3) their Increased knowledge about and comfort wtth
others, (4) the hoard's ability to operate In a consensus mode and
resolve differences with "no blood on the floor," (ii) learning new
alternaave ways to operate, e.g., the use of solution requirements,
(6) learning processes which could facilitate future meetings, and
(/) experiencing a process for policy development, which could be used
to deal with new policy needs as they emerge in the future.

The Board (raining Workshops; Workshep.O. A second All day train-
ing seision, hold t))ree months after the Initial hoard training
workshop, focused on new ways of managing conflict, a need identified
by the CPb.

The proposed design for this session provided time for the board to
work through two pressing and potentially conflict laden issues.
I was to model a variety of conflict management techniques in

'walking,' i.e., assisting, the board through the first issue. After
completing work on the first issue, the board, with no assistance
from me, was tto apply some of the same conflict management strategies
in working through the second issue.

In practice, the proposed design was not followed. Because 9f time
constraints, the board was only able to complete work on the one
issue with which I assisted them... The consequences of this were
twofold. While members reported general satisfaction with how the
first conflict laden issue was resolved, members were neither clear
about the processes I modeled nor my rationale for selecting and
sequencing those conflict management processes. Board members and
the director expressed frustration in that they were not confident
that they could apply the processes in future conflict management
situations.

When one compares the two workshops, it is apparent that while both
were evaluated positively, the initial workshop was significantry
more successful in helping the B.E.S.T. Center Policy Board upgrade
its own skills and self-renewal capabilities. The 'later workshop
introduced processes and skips which, to a large extent, remained
the 'property' of the consultarql

E. The Training Process: Next Steps

A continuation proposal, specifying training activities for Phase
III, is presently in the process of being. completed. The ingredients
of this follow -up proposal are intended to further develop the
board's self-renewal capabilities. Specifically, I am proposing
three primary training activities. First, a board retreat workshop,
of approximately two-three days in-Tii-gth, would be held in late
summer, prior to the beginning of the academic school year. The
retreat would focus on (a) orienting new board members, (b) develop-

& ing policy to deal with identified emergent issues, (c) reviewing and
modifying the board's group agreements, and (d) conducting general
team building activities.

ry

r...



to be consistent, with the overall 0041 of 401f-renowal, that continua..
Lion proposal npecifien that the retreat, In to be cooperatively
riannud by MY501T and board members. In contrast to the two previous
board workshops, It is suggestod that the retreat planning conulatno
aSiumn rho major responsibility for designing rho specifics. of the
retreat. In addition, I am proposing that teacher center SWF and
hoard members di5111110 the renweisihflity for both convening and
facilitating the majority of retreat activities. This would be a
significant departure from past practices. My role would he that of
more xiassic process consultation than it has been in the pant.

Seond, the proposal calls for a continuation of the observation/
duhriofing-plannIng/foodhack cycles as previously described. Five
such cycles would be scheduled every other month, with the first
cycle to follow the retreat.

Third, a final all day training works top, sometime late In the
academic year, would he devoted to emerging process, policy and group
effectiveness needs. As In the case of the retreat, I am proposing
that the center staff and board members assume the major planning,
convening and facilitating responsibilities.

V. TRAINING OUTCOME5.

There exists, in Ry judgment, considerable evidence that the training
program has been successful in accomplishing the goals as originally
stated.

GOAL 01: Regarding Self-Renewal Capabilities

The CPG's increasingly sophisticated ability to monitor'.
And modify the board's meeting effectiveness, the board's
unassitted use of the policy.development process and the
development and use of group agreements all seem reasonable
indicators of the board's increased self-renewal capabilities.

GOAL 02: Regarding Decision-Makiog

I would offer two indicators that this goal is being acco*.
plished. First, the board has in its group agreements made a 4
commitment to consensus decision-making as its preferred
decision-making mode. And second, the board has consistently
demonstrated the afility to successfully employ the consensus
model to make decisions.

GOAL #3: Regarding Proactive Approaches

The process for anticipating and drafting needed policy and
the use of group agreements seem evidence enough that progress
has been made toward this goal.

,05c:

Iv3
.
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GOAL #4: Regarding Conflict Management Strategies

My concerns regarding the second board workshop not withstand-
ing, in my judgment there appears ample evidence that progress
toward this goal has been made. As evidence I would suggest
the board's use of consensus decision-making, the use of
solution requirements and solution shaping techniques and
integration of a variety of other learning points into board
practice.

GOAL #5:` Regarding a Qaulitatively Improved Model for Board Operation

The cumulative effect of the evidence cited for goals #1-4,

Vr9

seems to support the notion that the B.E.S.T. Center Policy
Board is moving toward a gualita ;vely different and improved
model for how a board, representi a variety of potentially
conflicting constituency groups, might operate.

VI. SOME RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TEACHER CENTER POLICY BOARD TRAINING

Based on my experiences with the B.E.S.T. Center Policy Board and other
governing bodies, e.g., school boards and state commissions, some charac-
teristics of successful training interventions seem to be emerging.

First, although it might go without saying, board tr ining ,should. be
tailored to fit the perceiyed needs of each individu 1 boa'rd. :The
eventual success of any training effort depends, to a great xtenedh'the
client's ownership of the needs, problems, training goals 0 training
activities. The goals for the training, the training model, the consul-
tant's role(s) and the training methodologies must be selected to fit the
characteristics of the client.

Second, it seems that a 'meta-goal' for any board training program is to
increase that board's self-renewal capabilities, i.e., its ability,to
monitor and analyze its own effectiveness and to take necessary correc-
tive action to achieve needed improvements. All training and/or consul-
tat'ion activities should be evaluated as to the extent that they increase
the board's independence. The skills and processes introduced throughout
the training, which are initially the 'property' of the consultant,
must become the ,client's 'property' if the training is to be judged
successful.

Third, any hoard training program should carefully consider how the
`inside /outside' team 's to be developed. The critical planning group,
as used with the B.F.S.T. Center Policy Board, has proven an excellent
vehicle for developing the board's ability to monitor and adjust its own
effectiveness.

Fourth, encouraging hoards to both identify current group process and
meeting effectiveness problems and forecast potential future problems,
and /hen to develop explicit group agreements for handling such problems,
has proven, in my experiences with governance bodies, to be an effective
training strategy. In my judgment, it should be considered as part of
any hoard tra,ninll program, particularly as an early activity.
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le-Lme conclude by offering a series of general recommendations
for board training. What follows is not intended as a prescription for
training. Rather, the recommendations are provided to assist those
concerned with policy board training in identifying possible training
foci for their own boards. The recommendations have been grouped into
seven categories: communication skills, encouraging disagreement,
integrative problem solving skills, decision making modes, strategies for
depersonalizing problem solving, strategies for de-escalating conflict
and dealing with multiple constituent groups.

Recommendation #1: Board members should be assisted in developing an
using communication and attending skills as both a preventative and
conflict management to-ET-.7 SpecificaTTi, attention to the following
skills is suggested

1.1 Basic communication skills of paraphrasing, behavioral descrip-
tions and perception c-necking as a means for bridging the
interpersonal gap,

1.2 Skills of active or reflective listening as a means for pro-
moting accurate information ex-c-E-anges, conmunicating concern for
the :,presenter, and/or responding to others' expressions of
anger,

1.3 Skqlls in attending nonverbally to presenters as a means of

connoting interest, concern and encouragement.

1.4 Skills in providinl feedback in descriptive, nonevaluative and
nonjudgmental ways as a means of achieving honest self-disclo-
sures while minimizing possibilities for escalation of a

conflict,

1.5 Skills in cross,cultural communication as a means of transcend-
ing cultural, value or life style differences, and avoiding
communication behaviors which engender or escalate conflicts,

1.5 Skills personalizing knowled_ge,, perceptions and feelings
through the use of 'I' statements as a means of discouraging
others' defensive or combative behaviors.

Recommendation #2 The board should develop skills in using strate-
gies and processes which promote crn communication flow and dis-
agreement as a means of promoting quality integraFive prOblm-S-61-ving
activities and avoiding escalation tendencies. Specifically, the
hoard should

Develop skills 'n Information aenerattn Stcdte_ates, e.g.,
nominal grouping, brainstorming, buzz sessions, surveys.

.,' Be encouraged to recognize the value of disagreement in achiev-
,ng quality solqt,ons and OSP strateq,EtS to counteract infOnna-
tiondl censorship, e.g.,

a. noffona' qroutIgq.
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b. legitimization of the "devils advocate" role,

c. analysis of proposed solutions in terms of both advantages
and disadvantages,

d, solution vs. people shaping techniques, i.e., modifying pro-
posed solutions vs. pressuring dissentor(s) to conform,

e. submitting tentative solutions to independent third party
review and critique, and

f. generation of multiple solution alternatives,

7.3 Use communication skills (see recommendation #1) to assure
accurate understanding of others' ideas and minimize tendencies
to distort or misinterpret communications, and

2.4 Develop skills in regularly assessing their meeting and'effec-
tiveness as a means of identifying potential conflicts early and
preventing possible escalation by taking corrective action.

Recommendation #3: As a means of counteracting the known liabilities
of;IT-Iose problem solving approaches, it is recommended that the
board develop and regularly use skills in integrative problem solv-
ing. As examples, the board is encouraged to

3.1 Adopt and use a systematic problem solving strategy for dealing
with all problem solving tasks,

3.2 Adopt and use integrative oats or the integrative vs. distribu-
tive rule when problem solving. Specifically, integrative goals
are goers whirr' reflect the interests oft all the parties in
conflicteeind the integrative vs. distributive rule is best
describe as a constant effort to seek integrative solutions
which satisfy mutual needs as opposed to distributive solutions
which satisfy one party's needs at the expense of others;

3.3 Adopt and regularly use solution vs. people shaping techniques.
Specif.ically, solution shaping is an effort to 'shape' or modify
the proposed solution to meet a person's requirements for an
accepcoble solution. When persons are in disagreement with a
proppfed course of action, rather than attempting to pressure or
coe3ce them into changing their position, every attempt is made
to identify how the prbposed course of action needs to be
modified in order to satisfy their concerns;

3.4 Develop skills in identifying points of commonality as con-
trasted with points of disagreement, and

3.5 Recognize the need for generating multiple alternatives when
Parties become "locked" into two competing alternatives.
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Recommendation #4: Although traditionally boards have used a voting
model for decision making purposes, boards should be encouraged to
expand their repertoire of decision making modalities and develop
skills in consensus decision making as a means of counteracting known
liabilities of voting models and capitalize on the assets of consen-
sus models.

Recommendation #5.1: Board members are encouraged to accept other's
claim to the situation, i.e., her/his perception of the situation or
problem, and view these as legitimate statements of the other's

_positions. Perceptions should be accepted as reality and a starting
point for integrative problem solving. Blame placing, disputing, and
other behaviors which serve to deny the other's claim, should be
avoided.

Recommendation #5. ?. Boards should be sensitized to the process of
Eersonaliifn, i.e., the tendency to personalize attacks, a6d
assisted in developing alternative ways of reacting, for example,
reflective listening.

Recommendation #5.3. Boards are encouraged to employ techniques for
depersonalizing problem-solving, e.g., de-emphasizing status differ-
ences, agreeing to provisional/temporary solutions, shaping solutions
versus people, and encouraging disagreement.

Recommendation #6 Boards should be sensitized to the symptoms of
escalation (as previously described) and encouraged to employ strate-
gies which can be useful in de-escalating conflict, e.g., refraining
from verbal or overt violence, disclosing plans and intentions,
refraining from actions designed to humiliate, making visible sacri-
fices, and attempting to achieve a high degree of empathy.

Recommendation #7 Boards should be sensitized to the pressures of
representatives and attempt to help such boundary persons cope with
loss of status and rejection by their constituency because of compro-
mise or concessions.
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Zen and the Art of Teacher Center. Evaluation

Fred A. Crowell

University of Oregon

Something new has emerged on the educational scene and it is called a "teacher
center." Something new has also emerged in educational evaluation and it
is called "multiple perspectives evaluation." The purpose of this paper is to
provide the reader with a means of linking the two innovations together. The
vehicle for the linking task is provided by Michael Patton's recent discussion
of the parallel between the Zen Koan and evaluating teacher centers. Patton
(1979) gives the example from the writings of the Zen Master Hakuin (1686-1769)
of the riddle, "what is the sound of one hand clapping?" Just as such riddles
or puzzles were used to stimulate new modes of thinking in Zen students, so
evaluation, according to Patton, should shake program staff out of routine ways
of operating and perceiving the functions performed in a teacher center.

I would like to build upon this theme by pointing out some distinctions be-
tween "single perspective evaluation" and "multiple perspectives evaluation"
(Crowell, in press). "Two-hand clapping" suggests single perspective evalua-
tion: anticipated, traditional, and one step beyond ritualistic evaluation.
"One-hand clapping" provides a different image: the unexpected, the fresh and
unique perspective, and even perhaps, the impossible. This latter image is
more appropriate for "multiple perspectives evaluation."

Teacher Centers and Single Perspective Thinking

A central concept behind the teacher center is that of "participative manage-
ment." Teacher centers are managed by-teachers for the benefit of teachers and
ultimately for the benefit of students and all concerned with the improvement
of education. Unfortunately participative management does not mesh too wellwith the single perspective thinking that tends to dominate both societal
institutions and the professional evaluators who are often hired to evaluate
"teacher center effectiveness."

What is "single perspective thinking" and why is it important for teacher
center staff and participants to become aware of single perspectivism? Theanswer to the first part of the question concerns assumptions." Natural
scientists have provided us with extensive knowledge to use in controlling our
environment by making certain assumptions about one, objective, knowable world.
Social scientists, emulating the natural scientists, have adopted their
knowledge-generating assumptions about the one, objective and knowable social
world. Evaluators, trained in the scientifically respectable methods of social
science are ,gonstrained to operate within the single perspective paradigm, much
like NasruOn in the well-known sufi tale, looking for his lost key:

ton one occasion a neighbor found Nasrudin down on his knees
Older a street lamp looking for something.

"What have you lost, Mulla?"

"My key," sand Nasrudin.
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'de abed by Goodrich (1978, p 639) in her critique of single,perspec-

Live "o ctivity":

Ideal scientific procedure for evaluators is as follows.

From the directors and contracts of a program, we obtain a
bounded set of clearly defined program goals. On the basis

of that information, we list a bounded set of clearly
defined research goals whose achievement will tell us
whether the program goals have been reached. The research

goals state explicitly the specific criteria that must be
met for each program 90.31 to count as having been reached.

Then, we devise a series of steps that will take us from

beginning to end. Each step is designed to manage the

outcome of the previous step in such a way that at the

completion of the last step, we will have produced the
state of affairs necessary to demonstrate whether the
program goals have been achieved. Thus, the outcome of

each step and what must be done to produce it are decided
ahead of time.

What is wrong with this approach? Bascially it focuses the evaluation upon

"program goals" with the assumption of a static, nonchanging program. The

research perspective inhibits both program changes and modifications of program

goals. The procedures constrain the set of questions so that only a small

number of the total set of possible evaluation questions will be addressed.
Only the shared image of the "universal client" is important in single perspec-
tive thinking and, like Nasrudin, leads evaluators to using tools that can only

be used where "there is more light." As Marcia Guttentag (1977) pointed out in

an important contribution to the evaluation literature, we must resist the

force-fitting of problems to methods and search for evaluation tools that fit

our problems. That search points in the direction of a new paradigm: "multi-

ple perspectives evaluation."

Teacher Centers and Multiple Perspectives Thinking

The design and implementation of teacher center programs involves a number of

participants: teachers, students, administrators, parents, board members,

funding agency personnel, and consultants. Not all of these participants share
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the same perspective, nor should they. The complementarity of perspectives is
comparable to "poly-ocular vision":

The individual in the Mandenka tribe goes through different
phases of tasks and functions in the soecity: adolescents
are assigned certain specific tasks, those between 30 and 35
are assigned administrative and caretaker functions of the

those who are older are given less demanding tasks,
etc. By gaing through these different phases, the indivi-
dual learns to see the same situation from different points
of view, and to understand individuals in different situa-
tions. The individual becomes heterogeneous in himself, and
becomes capable of poly-ocular vision. They are skeptical
and Westernization mainly because the system of specializa-
tion brought by the Westerners will lock each individual in
one task, and he will become incaptable of seeing other
persons' points of view. (Maruyama, 1978, p. 94)

One interpretation of "multiple persepctives" according to Maruyama's Mandenkaexample Is intra-individual. That is, the multiplicity of perspectives or"clients" reside in a single individual. Tasks are distributed among indivi-
duals so that, for example, teachers are able to view the process of teaching-
learning as an administrator views it, or as a parent views it, and, most
Importantly, as a student view it.

A second interpretation of "multiple perspectives" is inter-individual. Thebackbone of a single perspective thinking is "consensus." Since there is only
one, objective reality according to this way of thinking, we must place a high
value upon agreement between observers. Multiple perspective thinking, on theother hand, places a high value on disagreement:

...American, who believe in the existence of one truth, will
inevitably ask: if you have different views, which one isright? But consider the following: in the binocular
vision it is irrelevant to raise the qustion as to which
eye is correct and which is wrong. Binocular vision works,
not because two eyes see different sides of the same object,
but because the differential between the two images enables
the brain to compute the invisible dimension. When there
are different points of view, Americans tend to say: "Let's
ignore the parts on which we differ, and work on the parts
on which we agree." Well, if you reduce binocular vision to
parts on which two eyes agree, what is left is much less
than the monocular vision. For the same reason, insistence
on the "objective" parts on which everybody agrees is a
tremendous impoverishment of our vision, even though many
people would consider this as "scientific" thinking.
( Maruyama, 1978, p. 94)

Teacher center (TC) participants with divergent view should be encouraged toexpress those views. By the same token, evaluations of teacher centers shouldbe responsive to the complementarity of
these divergent perspectives by encour-aging and facilitating "participatory evaluation." When evaluation functions

become distributed among program participants, their views cannot be ignored inthe evaluation process, as they too often are ignored by single perspective
evaluators.
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If I were a TC director I would be somewhat intrigued by the ideas presented

.thus far, but I would want to know how a "multiple perspectives evaluation"
approach would help me and program participants solve our problems more effec-
tively than a "single perspective" approach. In other w ds, teacher center
directors have a right to demand the best possible evaluate plan for their

clients, given budgetary constraints. Obviously single perspe five evaluators
will argue that their plans are the best possible plans and heir arguments
will be clothed with "scientifkf objectivity," "consensus," "hard data" and a
determined effort to present the "facts" to appropriate decision-makers. If TC

directors "bur these arguments they will be buying evalution products that

very likely:

1. are produced for the universal "client" (i.e., context-free),

2. are produced at the expense of constraining or preventing program
modifications (problems must be forced to fit methods),

3. are highly reliable but of questionable validity (in the sense of user
relevance),

4. are produced solely to satisfy legal requirements (i.e., ritualistic
or token accountability).

The distinctions and issues raised in this paper provide TC directors with an

.alternative multiple perspectives evaluation, If they should choose this
alternative, they can expect the evaluations to be

1. equally focused upon processes and products,

2. produced for multiple "clients" (both within and between participants),

3. facilitative of program modifications and center staff development;

4. tailored to the unique problems of each center as defined by the staff
and participants at that center;

5. a mixutre of 4mic" and "etic" perspectives in designing and using
evaluation instruments (the insider as opposed to outsider view-

points),

6. a means of simultaneously providing both program evaluation and eval-
uation inservice training for teachers',

1, fair, just, and equitable (in the sense that each part of a system is
effective under the conditions provided by the other parts and that
the system is maximally effective when each part is maximally effec-

tive cf. Churchman, 1962).

Again, reaching over the above seven descriptors from the view of a TC direc-

tor, I would be interested but concerriltd about potential costs and potential
training problems. The Involvement of teachers and parents as "participative
eviluators" does have an appeal but what about the additional costs associated
with multiple evaluators and the time it takes to train them, not to mention
other procedural problems of training? Admittedly this is a tough question to
handle, especially given the single perspective assumptions that most of us
carry around in our heads. When we talk about "costs" the concern is (or

should be) about more than just monetary expenditures. For example, what is

the "cost" of training specialists (e.g., "scientific evaluators") to solve
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"our" problems when they are primarily inter ted in solving "their" problems
(i.e., satisfying the universal client). Robert Pirsig has created amgreinforming image of this situation

in this widely-read novel, Zen and the Art ofMotorcycle Maintenance:

...I've said you can actually see this fusion in skilled
mechanics and machinists of a certain sort, and you can seeit in the work they do. . ..The material and the craftman's
thoughts change together in a progression of smooth, even
changes until his mind is at rest at the exact instant the
material is right.

We've all had moments of that sort when we're doing some-
thing we really want to do. It's just that somehow we've
gotten into an unfortunate separation of those moments from
work. The mechanic I'm talking about doesn't make thisseparation. One says of him that he is "interested" in what
he's doing, that he's "involved" in his work. What producesthis involvement is, at the cutting edge of consciousness,
an absence of any sense of separateness of subject andobject.

...So the thing to do when working on a motorcycle, as in
any other task, is to cultivate the peace of mind which does
not separate one's self from one's surroundings. When that
is done successfully then everything else follows naturally
(1915, pp. 289-290).

"Participative evaluation" in its broadest sense can be interpreted as a systemevaluating itself, i.e., a removal of the separation of subject and object, ofthe "disinterested observer." There remains the evaluation consultant but heperforms both a facilitative function and an "etic" function in terms, of whichthe system (e.g., the teacher center) evolves and is held accountable to stake-holders. The main problems of evaluation are defined and solved by the parti-cipants themselves. Patton (1979) provides a good eample of participant-focuyed evaluation as opposed to externally-imposed evaluation and the differ-encei between the two:

In 197'2 the teacher training program at the New School for
Behavioral Studies in Education, University of North Dakota,
was to be evaluated as part of a national Office of Educa-
tion study. Dean Vito Perrone argued that the study, as
designed, would be useless to the new school. He talked the
Office of Education people into allowing him to spend the
new school's portion of the evaluation money on a studylocally conducted. The subsequent evaluation was entirely
staff designed and produced instruments and data that have
become an integral part of the North Dakota program. the
national study produced large volumes of numbers (with
blanks entered on the lines for North Dakota), and as far as
I can tell, was of no particular use ru an e (pp. 8-9

The "expert," highly trained, outsider ev
to bear upon the evaluation problems of

Ir

s bring specialized tools
nter. Unfortunately, those
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tools are tied to knowledge assumptions that too often fail to appreciate the

complexity of the .system being evartrhted:

"all systems are infinitely complex: the illusion of
simplicity comes from focusing upon one or a few variables"

."In setting up a new system, tread softly. You may be

disturbing another system that is actually working." (Gall,

1978)

Teacher centers are complex systems involving multiple participant perspec-

tiVes. Any evaluation approach which fails to provide an opportunity for these

multiple perspectives to become involved in the identification of problems,

design of instruments, and interpretation of data, cannot provide the variety

and the equity necessary for a just and valid evaluation.

Implications of a Multiple Perspectives Approach

Obviously the most important implication of adopting a multiple perspectives

approach is that teachers, parents, administrators, and students will become

involved in the evaluation process. Each participant has a unique image of

the teacher center and its operations which differs from a shared image. By

participating in evaluation activities on a continuous, day-by-day basis, each

participant is able to engage in a dialectical interplay of images that is both

antra- individual as well as inter-individual. The task of an evaluation

consultant is to assist participants in designing procedures and instruments

that allow the participants to articulate the differences between images and

perceive their complementarity. It is a basic assumption of a multiple per-

spectives approach that three perspectives is the minimum number possible to

satisfy the logic of this approach.

Why three? A more complete response to that question lies beyond the scope of

this paper. Some examples, however, might be suggestive of the need for at

least three different perspectives in any evaluation effort. Gregory Bateson

(1979) supplies us with one such example in the form of the "moire' phenomenon":

Three principles are illustrated by the moire' phenomena:

first, any two patterns may, if appropriate combined,
generate a third. Second, any two of these patterns could

serve as base for a description of the third. Third, the

whole problem of defining what is meant by the word pattern

can be approached through these phenomena. (p. BO)

Extending the moire' example to multiple perspectives suggests that two per-

spectives are necessary to generate information that is only interpretable in a

third, higher-order perspective. Another way of expressing the same image is

Weinberg's (1975) statement that any two points of view are complementary"

(p. 120). The ,complementarity can only be appreciated, however, from the

vantage point of a third perspective.

A second argument for multiple perspectives i supported by Ashby's (1963) law

of requisite variety which, when translated nto the present context, states

that a teacher center's capacity to provide useful services to its users can-

not exceed its capacity to evaluate. If there are multiple perspectives
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operating among the users which are not represented in the evaluation design
and activities then the teacher center evaluation approach will lack the
Variety or complexity that is requisite for assisting center participants in
identifying and solving their problems.

The requirement of three or more perspectives becomes more readily apparent in
the way "clients" are identified. No matter who requests or contracts for
evaluation, the real client becomes very visible in the evaluation design
decisions. The no-change imposition of the research-oriented evaluator is a
dead give away that the client is the universal audience. In contrast to this
view of the client, a multiple perspective evaluator always approaches--a_pre
blem within a context of multiple clients. These "clients" are not identified
as individuals but as "perspectives." The minimum number of "clients," whether
localized in a single individual or distributed among a number of individuals
as stated before is three. Forced to supply a label for each of these three
"clients" we might identify them as: (1) the participant-observer client, (2)
the participant-designer client, and (3) participant-evaluator client.

A teacher, for example, has information needs that can only be met through
observation of the teaching-learning process involving other teachers. The
same teacher, as a participant-designer client, is a participant in the process
requiring information as an instructional decision-maker. These two client-
perspectives function to provide "etic" and "emit" images parallel to the
monocular images of two eyes. The depth or stereoscopic vision is provided by
the third client, the perpsective of the participant-evaluator client in the
teacher. This latter client functions to amplify the capacity of the teacher
to manage an instructional system, e.g., by adding new dimensionality to the
teacher's representation of the system. The participant-evaluator client obeys
the Socratic prescription: "Know thyself." Translated into multiple perspec-
tive language, the prescription becomes: "Know thy multiple selves."

When these three clients are distributed across teachers, students, administra-
tors and parents as they are in a teacher center, the major problem of multiple
perspective evaluation becomes one of balance and equity, i.e., how do we
evaluate a teacher center without sacrificing the needs of one (or two) of
the three clients in favor of the other one or two clients (either intra-
individuplly or inter-individually)? Traditionally the participant-observer
client (conceived as the universal audience) has been favored at the expense of
the other two clients. Treating evaluation as research has unfortunate conse-
quences as Cronbach (1977) pointed out in the initial newsletter of the Evalua-
tion Research Society:

Evaluation, in the most prestigious writings, is defined as
scientific activity. The fashionable synecdoche has every-
one referring to "evaluation research." This has unfortun-
ate consequences, it leads us to ignore significant aspects
of our job and to adopt fase criteria of excellence.

...if evaluation is not primarily a scientific activity,
what is it? It is first and foremost a political activity,
a function performed within a social system (1977, p. 1).

In our language of multiple "clients" the observer client is concerned about
models and how the world works, while the designer client is concerned about
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policies and how to work the world. The participant-evaluator client' is
concerned about both in an effort to amplify the capacity to both represent
and to use those representations as policymakers and program designers in the
complex world of educational choices.

To summarize the implications of a multiple perspectives evaluation approach we
need only ask ourselves (as clients) a series of self-reflective questions in
the spirit of Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance: Am I interested in
What I am doing; is the "material" right; is there a balance between.knowing.
and doing, between modeling-building and policy-making, between the etic and
the emic, between convergent and divergent thinking? If the answers to these
questions are predominately negative, then one or more client-perspectives is
being sacrificed in the name of "program evaluation," whether that evaluation
takes place in a school, a classroom or in a teacher center.

At this point, it might prove instructive to continue the dialogue between a
multiple perspective evaluator (MPE) and a teacher center director (TCD) in the
following manner:

TCD: I am beginning to get some "feel" for the distinctions between
STigle and multiple perspectives evaluation approaches but there seems to
be a major weakness in the latter approach. I am concerned about the
evaluation of a teacher center in relation to other teacher centers and
that appears to be missing.

MPE: Your concern is a legitimate one, and I believe some distinctions
need to gp made explicit which until now have remained implicit in the
treatment' of multiple perspectives evaluation. For example, "intra-
individual" and "inter-individual" can refer to centers as well as people.
That is, we may have different clients in the same tenter as well as the
same client in different centers. It depends upon the shred as opposed
to unique problem representations. This provides an opporta ity to stress
the importance of an external evaluator which in much of tie discussion
thus far has been cast in a negative light. The external valuator is
able to facilitate the detection of shared representations as well as dif-
ferences, to facilitate the generation of a third perspective, or, in some
cases, to actually supply the third perspective which adds "depth" to the
several monocular perspectives operating in two or more teacher centers.

Perhaps an example would help clarify the image.ymong the many possible types
of teacher centers, Sharon Feiman (1977) has identified three as: the "behav-
ioral Center," the "humanistic center," and the "developmental center." In

terms of the distinction made about three types of clients, the behavioral
center's etic style serves the observer client at the expense of the designer
and evaluator clients. The humanistic center's emit style favors the designer
client in each teacher's need for support and sharing of materials and ideas
for immediate classroom use, at the expense of the other two clients. Finally,

the developmental center's self-reflective style definitely focuses upon the
evaluation client as teachers are assisted to reflect upon their processes
and products over time. Each center functions on the order of a single
perspective-client and yet each complements the other. An external evaluator
supplying a third perspective is in a position to demonstrate this complementar-
ily between"the centers and to stimulate inter-center activities that result in

I more just and "ecologically valid" evaluations.
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TCD: Good, that helps, but how can I convince my staff, teachers, parents
and funding agencies of the benefits of using a multiple perspective
approach?

MPE: That's a good question. Benefits, of course, are related to client-
75blem solvers. The difficulty. in accepting a multiple perspective
evaluation approach lies in ourusual assumption of "problem commonality"
and, therefore, a commona ity of goals or benefits. For, example, a
research-oriented evaluation that stresses fixed, nonchanging conditions
for an evaluation design mig t o uce benefits for the universal client,
i.e., the scientific communi . However, such static conditions would
prevent benefits from accruing to teachers, students, parents, and admin-
istrators as.participant evaluators. Monocular vision results in i'mono-

., cular benefits." The benefits of added "depth" dimensionality can only be
produced by means of multiple ways of viewing the world. Both intra-
center veiws and inter-center views can contribute to the needed multi-
plicity of perspectives.

TCD: In other words, we should not all be engaged in an activity of
joking for a lost key where the most light is shining.

MPE: Exactly! Now you are beginning to think multiple. As the Zen
master would say, you are closer to the truth that there is no one best
way to attain enlightenment.

Teacher Center Evaluation: Single or Multiple Approach?

I began this discussion of evaluating teacher centers with the example of the
Zen Master Hakuin's riddle: "what is the sound of one hand clapping?" Return-
ing to that image after clarifying distinctions betwen single and multiple
perspectives evaluation, we are in a better position to appreciate its relev-
ance to the latter approach to program evaluation. The image suggests: (1)
searching for alternatives (the usual assumptions and explanations do not
work), and (2) doing the impossible. The "impossible" may only seem impossi-
ble, given certain assumptions. Given the assumption that there is one,
objective, completely knowable social reality, it is impossible to conduct
multiple perspectives evaluation. Switching to an assumption of multiple
social realities, it not only becomes possible it becomes essential to use a
multiple perspectives approach.

In the final analysis, teacher center directors will choose to evaluate their
centers and programs with either "monocular vision" or "poly-ocular vision."
The purpose of this paper is to provide them with a choice. We can expect the
two sets of outcomes of such a choice to be very different: perhaps as differ-
ent as the difference in the sounds of two hands clapping as opposed to one.

s1
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The liple of State Departments of Education
t - I in the Teacher Center Program.

Alf Langland Ray Talbeft
Washington State Department Oregon State Department-

Introduction

According to the federal regulations, state departments of education (SEAS)
have three major responsibilities in relation to the teacher centers program,
these are:

1. to review, make comments, and approve local proposals and forward
applications on to the commissloner,for approval;

2. to provide technical assistance to each funded center; and

3. to disseminate information derived from each center.

In the Northwest Cluster, there are five states: Alaska, Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, and Montana. Each state has carried out its reponsibilities in a manner
appropriate to its setting and teacher center constituency. In some states the
resupsibility for carrying out these functions was assigned to the teacher
edueitionicertifiration staff." In some SEAs it has been the grants management
staff wile have been respOlitible for the teacher centers program. Also, some
SEAs have been proy.iding 4SOtance to planning grants while others have been
serving a single dOetaliontentee. These variables,have a significant. impact
-on:the kind of. role -eachl, §E4 has4 assumed in the teacher centers program:.

In the ,following two repoc".rts, 'Alf Langland and. Ray Talbert offer a brief
summat.p ofOow the Washington and Oregon State Departments of Education have
been carrying out their teacher center responsibilities.

ci
kJ
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The SEA has bten'supportive,oNid4 involved in implementing the principles of
teacher centers since the laW1980s:. The SEA has mandated that teachers be
egpresented,on 'Staterlidylsory,ippdmMittees, on approval/accreditation visits
.t6,00egeSiuniversifies and, pittst recently, that teachers cooperate with
colleges/Universities in,'-the_ , esign and development of teacher educatic;

mll
e'programs. By State BOard df,i ticatton action, each regional service district
'';;-lias dkinservice advispfl co ttee which includes three teachers, adminiStra

tors Ancrtollege/uniWersity faculty.,

-' ..:"i
"' ::, Therefore, when tht ',opportunity for participating in the* Federal Teachers
''Centers program, beRampkv reality in t 7 -78 school year, the SEA. was
'.-. enthusiastic abeut the'7,004ibility of ,'Zing in this new staff develop-%..::,

melt effort.
a

Responsibility for state ',admiinistra teacher centers program was,
assigned to the,' Professional ducati of the SEA. This section is

,-;.accountable for approving rofess on preparation/certification programs
.': offered at all ofathe,:ccilligcS universities in the state. This includes pre-

service and cvnttn0109;OttiNcatiorprograms: Historically,' section has
heen,iespOnsiblIq*IPW01109tamS (Education Professions Development Act), the
Multi-state ConsOffi00.:-IbigiRepforToppe Based Teacher Education, the Teacher

fsCorpS, the NCSIE:Matibila.e.t4ncil, -45f States nn,Inservice Education) and re-
lateCsiaff deve*mint'te*fbrtS!!. t'fore recently, the section has been assigned
the responsibgltyAftrr;t0OtnktinA all, SEA-,sponsored inservice activities/
programs!! and fOr::g*Niatjpg,tlie,-dewly7required ESEA-VB 'state plan for 'the'
cooriiinqd6nofi a007i0tervIce krOgOiris

,".3he4al.gtorrSEAASOR01014'to imp ving the staffodevelopment opportun-
AticlbC,tS-AduCaterS tt, considers the teacher centers program an integral
coliponent,:i5f-thesCdPPO70nitrieS.':, Therefore, it it making a concerted effort

'Ito tbordiihatt tW00900401 its total staff development planning.

olpo reacher's, plaWvities may be summarized as three major functions:
bsa:LreviewArqd4t61 assistance, and dissemination.

,Protosal Review Y.:\

In therfaly .00*, the -5EA informed all,loca,l educatiOn agencies, regional
,service cifStrtpts,an44hstitutions of higher education of t e requirements and
,applicatibn kcife'aurWt,e be followed for the teacher centers rogram. The SEA
,.,:coqsulted,withl,ane&ovided t4chnical assistance to a number o the applicants
s.06-Were,irk,lAe Process of formulating their proposals. Eleven applica-
10s "(ten UWind onelHE) were submitted to til SEA during 1977-78.

The SEk.msedltfie federal criteria to evaluate each of the eleven:proposals. It
did not develop additional criteria or adopt any state priorities which propo-
sals should address. -A subcommittee of readers from the Professional Education

i.
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Advisory Committee, an SEA Standing Committee, was convened to read and rate

the proposals. The subcommittee included teachers, citizens, administrators,

and collegehmiversity representatives.

All eleven proposals were approved by the readers and forwarded ont4rthe
National Teacher Centers office with the comments of the SEA. 6

In the summer of 1978 it was announced that three of the eleven proposal's would
be funded as planning grants for 1978-79; these were: (1) the Spokane Teacher

Center; (2) the Cowlitz Teacher Center (Kelso and Longview School Districts);
and (3) the Palouse Teacher Consortium (a cooperative of rural school districg
in Whitmab County). Thus, these three sites were given small grants.to plan
(during 1978-79) to establish operational centers in the fall of 1979,.

Technical Assistance Activities

In September 1978, the SEA called together representatives frOm the three
centers for the first of a series of joint meetings, all supported by the SEA.

During the planning year (1978-79) each center conducted staff and student.'

needs assessments. As the neeas data were tabulated, the SEA Teacher Center
liaison sought to link eachcehter with a SEA consultant who.could provide the
appropriate technical assistance. One example was in the area of gifted
education. (identified by two of the three centers); the ,SEA Teacher Center
4iaison contacted the SEA Gifted Staff who provided considerable direct assis-
tance (i.e., workshops and materials) to each center.

Following is a summary of the technical assistance activities carried out by
the SEA to the three planning grants during 1978-79:

1. Networking or clustering among the three planning grants;; three formil
meetings (September, January, and May) were sponsored ly .therSEAi

2. The SEA sponsored a teacher center seminar/orientation for SEA curri-
''culum and instruction staff;

3. 'Trave1,10dging,,per diem and substitute teacher pay costs were subsi;-

dized to. send center representatives to other operating
teacher 4rOntem, guches in Vancouver, B.C., and Oakland, California;
4)

4. Representatives were also sent 05 two of the Northwest Documentation
Cluster meetings;

S.' Printed materials/publications were reOlarly 4ward to each local
teacher center coordinator, such as the NCSIE Newsletters and mater-
ials prepared by the Far Wet Teacher Corps Network;

.

6. The SEA Teacher Centerlgoaison visited the lodal sites and att ed

local pdlicy board-me

Dissemination Activities

In view of the fact that the three centers were planning grants during 1978-79,

the amount of dissemination has been limited. The three projects anticipate
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the need for a more significant amount of dissemination in the spring of 1979-
80, their first operational year.

Examples of the kinds of dissemination activities undertaken or being con-
sidered are:

1. Assistance with and/or linkage between each of the funded centers and
-toe or more nonfunded centers;
.14

2. Publication of newsletters, brochures, and articles about the centers;
and

3. Workshops and/or presentations to groups and professional organiza-
tions by each center.

Finally, the SEA is studying how the teacher center projects can better comple-
ment overall state inservice planning.

It is particularly interested in the institutionalization process, collabora-
tion and coordination'activities, inservice research and evaluation designs and
effective d mi nation.
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T TE:,DF'OREGOW

,This state enjoys a relatiVecyfAh',10e1 of'aillaborati among educational
agencies, special interest grpuOtanda*prganized profes

,

A task force representing these groups recently completed,a two-year study of
the status of inservice education. They'then drafted_opll'OY'statements regard,
ing teacher education and staff development and subgested'agency responSibil,
ities and procedures for implementation of these policies. Their suggestions
were officially adopted by these organizations. Subsequently, an Interagency
Council -was, formed to coordinate the efforts of each agency. The council has

r no statutory status. It is.a collaborative effort.

About the time of the formation of the InteragenCy Council, the Departuent of
Education became part of a four - state. project to develop a state plan for the
continuing 'professional development of educational personnel. The nature of
this plan lias been shaped by the study cited above. The formation of the
Interagency Council, the beginning of the four-state project and the funding of
the state's one teacher centers program coincided.

The IC sta coordinator''was asked to join the four-state project task force
responsible t drafting the state plan. This addition focused-attention on
the oncepts which support the teacher centers program. As a result, these.
con. Opts are an integral part of the final plan.

This setting has'been described to show that TCP came into a receptive climate.
JAt least, the notion of collaboration (so important to a successful center) is
T',,seep4k possible.

Vhe'PrOptsals

Jeacer,certificatjon in this state is handled by a commission rather than by
rUregon Department of Education. No department member has staff development

:ins vice as an assignment. The admfnistrative assistant in the intergovern-
.menta lations section noted in the Federal Register that the Oregon Depart-
Ment of Lion had a role in :the TCP program: to review proposals. This
was *January 1978. Since expe'rience in handling competetive proposals was

a, a staff member from the ESEA, Title IV-C section 'was asked to develop
.the roposal review process. ,

The first step taken by the TCP state coordinator was to organize two groups to
assist in the development of the review process. An SEA task fOrce served to
reattto the coordinator's specifications for the review protedUres. It was
decided that since Vhe state had no policy regarding teacher centering, there
tshppld beikno proposal evaluation criteria other than federal; all proposals
.Would be rdarded for federal consideration; the purpose of the review would

proiMita be as competitive as possible; and the review panel
'the spirit" of the federal regulations governing composi-

n of dy oards.0;

e the smpaftatidns,'and the outline of procedures to follow
fed: to. an Elternal Review Committee representing the organizedord.
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110.11,

ion,' the Oregon School Boards',Association, the COnfederated Association
,

1,.Administrators:and representatives of the State System of 1iidher

,
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4,
etinT of: the External Review Committee was interesting. Each of theour
pcations for the review procedures was carefully considered. One*Mber

gesied that it was a :'cop-out" (typical) for the SEA to suggest that' all
raposals be forwarded, regardless of quality. By the end of the day, the

.- committee did agree that lacking a state position on centers and given that the
'.-federal reviewers could not consider state ratings, this judgment should be

made at the federal level and state reviewers could not prejudge the federal

reviewers. This was particularly true bedause the federal rating forms were
not available and did not become available until after the completion of the
state review.

Eight proposals were received. The review panel met two days after the due
date. They we allotted about the same period of time to review the proposals
as planned for the federal reviewers. They rated each ofp the evaluation

criteria and . wrote comments and suggestions. They also made suggestiqns
regarding proposal format, readability, etc. These comments were compiled and

returned to the proposal writers. Each, then, had about three weeks to: make

revisions. One school district chose to withdraw its proposal; another chose
to make no revisions. The revised proposals were reviewed by the state coor-

-dinatorlpnd a member of the review panel. The state's comments which accom--
panied the proposal were based on the original comments made by the panel,
taking into account the propos41 writer's revisions based on these comments.

Proposal writers stated that the review panel's 'comments were particularly
useful and that the review process helped them make substantial improvements to
_their original proposal.

Assistance to.the Center

When word was received vvt a center had been funded, the coordinator drafted a
budget for the state's ''allocation of funds. The budget was baled on the
following Specifications: 4

1. The State coordinator would spend 0;1 FTE on coordination and techni-
cal assistance and dissemination tasks.

-4°
2. The state allocation should support the regional documentation effort.

4 3. The balance should be used to Ry6yide such technical assistance and
dissemination functions as mutually agreed to by the funded center and

the Department.

The budget. was accepted by the Department and it was st* ulated that all

expenditures had to be aut4rized by the coordinator.
- °

As soon as the center's `dirg.kt-oP was appointed (November), the coordinatbr
initiated a meeting at which-Ctfii state's budget was discussed. 4t was agreed
that all requests for technical assistance would be initiated by the center's
policy board and that appropriate dssemi on activcties would be agreed to
by the'center's director and the state co inator
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The director and coordinator established aAprocedure for working together.Periodic meetings mere scheduled,and'the.center
supplied the coordinator with aeomplete file of all import4nt.O0n.teedocuments and publications.

The coordinator responds /o requests for technical assistance in three ways:

I. Personally supplying assistance. This is usually in technical areas,such as the clarification of
regulations, identification of sources

of consultants, evaluators, etc.

2. Brokering technical assistance,-Such as arranging for DeparTment per-
sonnel to provide assistance.

3. Supplying funds for payment of.technical assistance directly arranged
(or by the center.

It .s''x,our judgment that. this collaborative
arrangment is the best way for the

state to provide assistance that is responsive to needs identified by thecenter.

V kJ
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CONCLUSION

This has been a year of learning. ,It 'has been a year of planning, norm -

setting, organizing,. and of simply getting the word out that teacher centers
exist. The building of the superstructure for effective inservice has begun.
Yet the dominant theme for the year has been that of discovery- -the discovery
of the complexity of our endeavor and the amount of sweat required even for the
smallest of details. We believe thi/ to have been a successful first year,
which, while endowed with frustration, has been richer in rewards. In this
regard we believe it a modest claim that the Northwest Cluster has discovered
its own passage to the "new world" of inservice and has helped fulfill the

,,manifest destiny of the professionalization of the teacher center movement.

2


